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Executive summary 222 

This document contains the Specimen Safety Assessment for a typical application of the 03.03.01 223 
OFA Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring in En Route Trajectory based 224 
environment and it impacts the following Operational Improvement steps: 225 

• CM-0207-A “Advanced Automated Ground Based Flight Conformance Monitoring in En 226 
Route” 227 

• CM-0205 “Advanced Conflict Detection and Resolution in En Route" – which will be split in 228 
two OIs: 229 

o CM-02XX for TCT 230 

o CM-02YY for PC  231 

• CM-0403-A "Early Conflict Resolution through CTO allocation in STEP 1" 232 

The report presents the assurance that the Safety Requirements for the V2-V3 phases are complete, 233 
correct and realistic, thereby providing all material to adequately inform the 03.03.01 OFA SPR, as 234 
part of solution #27.  The requirements were determined through the success and failure approach 235 
described in the Safety Reference Material [1] and Guidance to Apply Safety Reference Material [2]. 236 

 237 
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1 Introduction 238 

1.1 Background 239 

The aim of the Operational Focus Area (OFA) 03.03.01 “Conflict Detection, Resolution and 240 
Monitoring” is to develop a system which provides real-time assistance to the En route controllers in 241 
conflict detection and resolution using trajectory data in Predefined Route environments and to 242 
provide resolution support information based upon predicted conflict detection and associated 243 
monitoring features. 244 

The objective is to provide the controller (Planner / Tactical) with an automated Conflict Detection and 245 
Resolution aid tool using an enhanced Trajectory Prediction model through the use of improved data, 246 
e.g. extended flight plan data, real-time on board trajectory data, and met data.  Trajectory data may 247 
be made available via extended flight plans and new Interoperability (IOP) capabilities.  248 

The current document aims to present the results of the safety assessment, which took place under 249 
P04.07.02 (V2 and V3), focused on the current “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” 250 
operational services, namely TRajectory Adjustment through Constraint of Time (TRACT) and Conflict 251 
Detection / Resolution (CD/R) aid to Planner Controller / Tactical Controller (PC/TC).   252 

 253 

Note: The safety activities presented in this document are at a: V2 maturity level for TRACT and 254 
CD/R aid to PC; and V3 maturity level for CD/R aid to TC.     255 

 256 

TRACT (V2) is a strategic de-conflicting service that adjusts 4D planning trajectories to optimise 257 
separation management for medium and/or long term conflicts (e.g. potential conflicts that will be 258 
apparent in the next 20 – 30 minutes).  The trajectory adjustment relies, amongst others, on Flight 259 
Management System (FMS) generated trajectory which is based on more reliable information and will 260 
result in an improved computation of the solution.  The computed speed adjustments are translated 261 
into a Controlled Time Over (CTO) which are transmitted to the aircraft via Datalink between the 262 
ground and airborne systems.  No controller intervention is required but flights under TRACT “control” 263 
are highlighted on the controller display. 264 

There are two main aspects to the CD/R aid to PC (V2): conflict detection and conflict resolution.  265 
Conflict Detection may aim to support the PC by identifying and classifying potential interactions 266 
between flights at the various events associated with the inter-sector co-ordination process (e.g. 267 
receipt of an offer, selection of a suitable sector exit level etc.) and on a cyclic basis to identify 268 
whether the situation has changed significantly such that (Planning) Controller intervention is required 269 
to re-evaluate and amend as necessary.   Conflict resolution in Planning terms may involve the 270 
identification of alternative co-ordination conditions (level, route, profile etc.) at either the entry and/or 271 
exit boundaries of the sector so that unacceptable workload for the Tactical Controller is avoided 272 
whilst offering as expeditious a flight profile as possible to the airspace user.  The system may build 273 
upon the tools developed for the Planning Conflict Detection (CD) support. For example, it may allow 274 
the PC to ask “what-if” questions to the system which will respond with similarly classified interactions 275 
that are predicted to occur if the potential co-ordination plan were to be put in place. The PC may also 276 
use the “what-else” tool to directly be informed of the alternatives that the system evaluated on its 277 
own.  Additionally, CD/R for PC includes a monitoring aid which assesses the achievability of exit 278 
levels based on aircraft performance and conformance to the agreed planning amendments (not 279 
following the agreed heading, for example).  Deviation alerts that are identified are highlighted in the 280 
Track Data Block (TDB). 281 

Just as in the case of the CD/R aid to PC, there are two main aspects to the CD/R aid to TC (V3) as 282 
well, conflict detection and conflict resolution.  The Conflict Detection service supports the TC in 283 
assuring separation between (pairs of) aircraft and between aircraft and restricted airspace (based on 284 
tactical trajectories). It may aim to support the controller by identifying and classifying potential 285 
interactions between flights that are under tactical control within the Area of Responsibility. S/he will 286 
also address remaining conflicts which have been highlighted by the PC.  Conflict Resolution in 287 
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tactical terms may involve the identification of different solutions, e.g. by modifying the trajectory 288 
laterally, vertically or in terms of speed adjustments. In the envisaged operational environment priority 289 
should be given to solutions which impose a minimum deviation from the RBT. Moreover, the solution 290 
should be closed loop as far as practicable, i.e. it should be clearly defined when and how the aircraft 291 
returns on RBT.  Decision Support Tools may include “what-if” and/or “what-else” services. With this 292 
aid, it is up to the controller to identify the “best” conflict resolution with regards to the specific 293 
situation. 294 

1.2 General Approach to Safety Assessment 295 

1.2.1 A Broader Approach 296 

This safety assessment is conducted as per the SESAR Safety Reference Material (SRM) [1] which 297 
itself is based on a two-fold approach: 298 

- a success approach which is concerned with the safety of the “Conflict Detection, Resolution 299 
and Monitoring” operations in the absence of failure within the end-to-end “Conflict Detection, 300 
Resolution and Monitoring” System. 301 

- a conventional failure approach which is concerned with the safety of the “Conflict Detection, 302 
Resolution and Monitoring” operations in the event of failures within the end-to-end “Conflict 303 
Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” System. 304 

Together, the two approaches lead to Safety Objectives and Safety Requirements which set the 305 
minimum positive and maximum negative safety contributions of the “Conflict Detection, Resolution 306 
and Monitoring” System. 307 

1.3 Scope of the Safety Assessment 308 

This Safety Assessment is focused on the three “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” 309 
operational services, more specifically TRACT, CD/R aid to PC and CD/R aid to TC. 310 

This report is a proposed version for the final Safety Assessment Report (SAR), addressing safety 311 
related activities for V2 and V3.  It includes the provision of the following results: 312 

• Information defined at “Operational Service(s) Environmental Description (OSED) level” which 313 
includes:  314 

o The SAfety Criteria (SAC) which determine the expected level of safety for the 315 
“Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” services; 316 

o The Safety Objectives, which specifies what the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and 317 
Monitoring” services have to provide in terms of operational service in order to satisfy 318 
the SACs.  319 

Two types of Safety Objectives are provided: the “Functionality” ones, describing the services 320 
required from the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” services, and the “Integrity” ones, 321 
specifying the integrity of the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” system to provide those 322 
services.  323 

• Information defined at “SPR level” which includes: 324 

o The Safety Requirements which specify how the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and 325 
Monitoring” system is to provide the operational services defined by the Safety 326 
Objectives mentioned above. 327 

Two types of Safety Requirements are provided as well at this level: the “Functionality” ones and the 328 
“Integrity” ones (as for the Safety Objectives).  329 

Evidence on the completeness, correctness and realism of these results is provided in this 330 
assessment, either directly included in this report or providing the relevant cross-reference to the 331 
concerned project document where evidence can be found for a specific subject. 332 
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1.4 Layout of the Document 333 

Section 1 is the current introduction to the safety assessment report for the “Conflict Detection, 334 
Resolution and Monitoring” services. 335 

Section 2 documents the safety assessment of the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” 336 
system at the service level and provides its specification in terms of Safety Objectives. 337 

Section 3 documents the safety assessment of the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” 338 
system at the design level and provides the corresponding specification in terms of Safety 339 
Requirements.  340 

Appendix A shows the thread diagrams that were used to derive the safety requirements. 341 

Appendix B documents the detailed Preliminary System Safety Assessment (PSSA) undertaken to 342 
derive the failure case safety requirements and the full calculus of the Maximum Tolerable Frequency 343 
of Occurrence rates for each system generated hazard. 344 

Appendix C presents the changes that have been made to the safety assessment in light of the safety 345 
workshop that took place in September 2015. 346 

1.5 Glossary of terms 347 

1.5.1 Overview 348 

The terms used in this document are consistent with those used in the OSED [4].  As a result, the 349 
following section is a direct copy of the same section within the OSED [4].  The terms are replicated 350 
here purely for the benefit of the reader. 351 
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Minimum Vertical 
Separation 

The vertical separation threshold above which the separation minima are fulfilled 
Note: Different thresholds are applied above and below the RVSM limit. Any non-
RVSM aircraft that is authorized to fly within an RVSM airspace shall be subject to 
the thresholds that are applied below the RVSM limit. 

Reduced Vertical 
Separation Minimum 
(RVSM) 

A reduction to 1000 feet vertical separation between flights, which is used at least 
in Europe and on the North Atlantic, between FL290 and FL410. 

Separation of 
Interest 
 

The separation threshold below which the proximity of a pair of aircraft is 
considered to be of interest to a controller, for the airspace and conditions 
concerned. 
Note: At this point there may be no actual risk that separation minima are 
infringed.  The values chosen for the various controller activities and tools are larger 
than the separation criteria in order to provide an adequate margin of safety.  The 
controller and the aids used need to have awareness of the applicable separation 
minima for the airspace concerned. 
Note: This is a generic term, independent of the planning or tactical layers of 
separation activity.  Particular instances of the Separation of Interest may be 
applied for each level of separation activity.  The actual separation values used will 
take into account aspects such as the type of clearance issued, the requested 
navigation precision and the airspace rules.  They will also relate to the type of 
trajectory used at the specific layer of concern.  They may vary according to 
circumstances such as the geometry of the conflicts/encounters and prevailing 
conditions such as adverse weather.  

Planning Separation 
(of Interest) 
 

A particular instance of the Separation of Interest which is applied during planning 
activities. 
Note: This is a generic term relevant to the planning layers of separation activity. 
Particular instances of this may be applied for each level of layered planning 
separation activity.  The actual separation values used will vary according to the 
circumstances.  
For instance, in the case of Planner Controllers coordinating traffic into and out of 
sectors, it is the horizontal distance/time interval threshold below which the 
proximity of a pair of aircraft is considered to be of interest to a Planner Controller 
when determining the acceptability of sector entry or exit co-ordination. 
The TC may choose to increase this Planning Separation, in which case the PC 
must re-coordinate the relevant aircraft. 

Tactical Separation 
(of Interest) 
 

A particular instance of the Separation of Interest which is applied by Tactical 
Controllers when controlling traffic under their responsibility. 

System Separation 
(of Interest) 
 

A particular instance of the Separation of Interest which is applied by automated 
system tools for the detection of Encounters.  
E.g. the separation of interest used by the TRACT tool. 
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Separation Violation A separation violation relates to a situation where the applicable separation 
minima have actually been infringed 
Note: e.g. Short Term Conflict Alert (STCA) or Minimum Safe Altitude Warning 
(MSAW).  These situations are not within the scope of Separation Management as 
covered in the 4.7.2 OSED [4]. 

Conflict 
Potential Conflict 
Predicted Conflict 
 

These terms relate to any situation involving aircraft and hazards in which the 
applicable separation minima may be compromised.  
Note: These terms are in general widespread usage and within the context of this 
glossary are synonymous.  They relate to potential infringements of separation 
minima. More specifically they are used in the context of ATCO activities where 
actions are performed in order to anticipate and resolve conflicts 
(potential/predicted) for separation management purposes.  This is in contrast to the 
situations detected and processed by CD&R tools where the terminology used is 
‘encounters’, which relates to the applicable Separation of Interest used by the 
tool-set, rather than Separation Minima.  

Encounter 
 

A situation where an aircraft is predicted to be below the applicable separation of 
interest  with respect to another aircraft, or a designated volume of airspace, 
classified respectively as “aircraft-to-aircraft” and “aircraft-to-airspace” encounters.  
Notes: Encounters are related to the various detection tools and may work to 
different look-ahead time horizons with different separation criteria, using different 
trajectories. Different tool configurations can therefore be expected to yield different 
encounters. 
The Separation of Interest thresholds are considered with respect to any 
applicable uncertainty volumes around the predicted aircraft position(s). 

TRACT Encounter 
 

A specific instance of an Encounter which is predicted using the TRACT 
Trajectory and the particular System Separation. 

Planning Encounter 
 

A specific instance of an Encounter which is predicted using any of the planning 
related trajectories and the Planning Separation. 

[Tactical/Planning] 
Context Encounter 

To support the controllers’ traffic management task, environmental flights which 
may be of interest due to their anticipated vertical and lateral profiles, known as 
[Tactical/Planner] Context flights (or alternatively “[Tactical/Planner] Traffic”), will 
be highlighted to controllers.   
Planner Context flights may not currently be involved in an encounter with the 
subject flight based on their current clearance or existing coordinated levels but may 
need to be considered by the Planner when making coordination choices for their 
sector. 
Context Encounters are detected between Context Trajectories.  With Planner 
Context there is only one separation threshold, “Context Separation”, and therefore 
no such concept as a “Context Conflict”.  When referring to Context Encounters 
operationally the environmental flights may just be labelled as “Traffic”.  

Tactical Encounter 
 

A specific instance of an Encounter which is predicted using any of the tactical 
related trajectories or the Entry Coordination Trajectories, and the Tactical 
Separation. 

Planned Sequence 
Encounter 

A specific instance of a Planning Encounter which is predicted between two 
Planned Sequence Trajectories. 

Coordination 
Encounter 
 

A specific instance of a Tactical Encounter which is predicted between two Entry 
Trajectories. 

[Tactical/Planning] 
Deviation Encounter 

A specific instance of a [Tactical/Planning] Encounter which is predicted using at 
least one [Tactical/Planning] Deviation Trajectory. 
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Note: The zone can be decomposed into along-track (longitudinal), across-track 
(lateral) and vertical dimensions. 

Trajectory  The predicted behaviour of an aircraft. 
Note: the Trajectory is usually modelled as a set of consecutive segments linking 
waypoints and/or points computed by the aircraft avionics (e.g. FMS) or by the 
ground system to build the vertical profile and the lateral transitions. 
Note: Each point is defined by a longitude, latitude, a vertical distance and a time. 

ADS-C EPP Report 
EPP Data 

ADS-C EPP (Extended Projected Profile) report is the ADS-C report containing the 
sequence of 1 to 128 waypoints or pseudo waypoints with associated constraints 
and/or estimates (altitude, time, speed, etc.), gross mass and  min/max speed 
schedule, etc. as defined in WG78/SC214 standards. 
Note: The aircraft’s predicted trajectory is down-linked in accordance with its ADS-C 
contract parameters. The EPP Data can be used for variety of ATC services (e.g. 
TRACT). 

Tentative Trajectory Tentative trajectories are created from another trajectory that is in operational use 
(Tactical, Planning or otherwise).  They reflect tentative what-if flight data selected 
by the controller. If these conditions are then committed the Tentative trajectory and 
the associated data will be used to establish the new operational trajectory. If the 
conditions are discarded then it will also be discarded. 
Note: Tentative trajectories support What-If probing and are created during this 
process. 

Speculative 
Trajectory 

A Trajectory that uses flight data other than those currently committed or tentatively 
selected (during a What-If Probing operation), by the controller.  
Note: Speculative Trajectories are produced for the purpose of What-Else probing.  

Tactical Trajectory 
 

The Tactical Trajectory is calculated within a short look-ahead time (e.g. up to 15 
minutes) during tactical ATC operations (sector planning layer). It therefore reflects 
an accurate view of the predicted flight evolution, starting from the current flight 
position (generally, as reported by surveillance), with low uncertainty and high 
precision. It is kept up to date with all clearances, including tactical instructions.  
During any open tactical manoeuvres it will also be reflecting those temporary 
conditions. 
It is usually determined with a fast update rate (e.g. 5 seconds) and with an 
optimised Uncertainty calculation; to maximise response and minimise the 
incidence of false alarms. 
Note: The Tactical Trajectory supports the tactical ATC operations when the flight 
follows its normal behaviour 

[Tactical/Planning] 
Deviation Trajectory 
 

The Deviation Trajectory provides the predicted profile of the aircraft based on the 
observed behaviour, extrapolated from the particular deviation from the current 
clearance (or deviation from coordination constraint for Planning Deviation 
Trajectories). 
Note: Deviation Trajectories are necessary for situations where non-compliance 
with a flight’s expected tactical or coordinated behaviour is observed, with respect to 
an applicable tolerance threshold. 
Deviation Trajectories support Tactical/Planner ATC operations when the flight 
has deviated from its predicted behaviour. 
The Tactical Deviation Trajectory is useful for a short prediction horizon (e.g. 3-5 
minutes). 
A Planning Deviation Trajectory follows the cleared route of the flight, irrespective 
of any coordination constraints (as the flight has been observed to be deviating from 
these constraints). 
During periods where a Deviation Trajectory is necessary it may also be used by 
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TC/PC CD&R Aid. 

Subject Flight A flight that has been explicitly selected by the Controller concerned. 

Subject Trajectory The Trajectory of the Subject Flight 

Environmental Flight  A flight of interest to the Controller which is not the Subject Flight. The Subject 
Flight will be checked for encounters with all Environmental Flights. 

Context Flight A flight that may need to be considered by the Planner ATCO when making 
coordination choices for the Subject Flight, due to the flights’ anticipated vertical 
and lateral profiles. 
Context Flights are those Environmental Flights that are involved in a Planning 
Context Encounter with the Subject Flight. 
Note: Context Flights may not currently be involved in a Planning Encounter 
based on their current clearance or existing coordinated levels. 

Environment 
Trajectory 

The Trajectory of an Environmental Flight 

Context Trajectory Context Trajectories represent the expected utilisation of airspace by each 
flight.  Context Trajectories are built for the Subject Flight and Environmental 
Flights. 
Note: Context Trajectories are similar to Coordination Trajectories.  Each Context 
Trajectory maintains a single level and follows the lateral profile of the Planned 
Trajectory.   Context Trajectories are built at every standard Flight Level from the 
entry-context level to the exit-context level.  The identification of entry-context and 
exit-context levels is dictated by the information available in the system at the time 
of the probe.  They represent the lowest and highest level at which the flight is 
anticipated to occupy in the sector.  
The Origin and Termination points on Context Trajectories depend on whether the 
flight is the Subject flight or an Environmental flight and on the flight’s anticipated 
vertical profile. 
Example of Subject Flight Context Trajectories: 
 

 
Example of Environmental Flight Context Trajectories: 
 

 
Eligible flight for 
TRACT 

A flight to which the TRACT may send a CTO 

User Preferred Route A preferred route that is provided by an Airspace User during the flight planning and 
agreement phase. In Step 1 it may take advantage from Free Route Airspace 
(FRA) for optimum routings. 
Note: A User Preferred Route may include published as well as non-published 
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[17].WP4.07.02, Final MTCD/TCT Safety and Performance Requirements_4, D23, 00.04.00 386 

2 Safety specifications at the OSED Level 387 

2.1 Scope 388 

Section 2 addresses the following activities: 389 

 Description of the key properties of the Operational Environment that are relevant to the 390 
safety assessment - section 2.2. 391 

 Identification of the pre-existing hazards that affect traffic in the En Route environment and 392 
the risks of which services provided by the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” 393 
concept may reasonably be expected to mitigate to some degree and extent and the 394 
description of the airspace user requirements – sections 2.3 and 2.4. 395 

 Derivation of suitable Safety Criteria – section 2.5. 396 

 Description of the Air Traffic Services (ATS) to be provided by the “Conflict Detection, 397 
Resolution and Monitoring” systems and the derivation of Functional Safety Objectives in 398 
order to mitigate the pre-existing risks under normal operational conditions - section 2.6. 399 

 Assessment of the adequacy of the services provided by the “Conflict Detection, Resolution 400 
and Monitoring” concept under abnormal conditions of the Operational Environment – section 401 
2.7. 402 

 Assessment of the adequacy of the services provided by the “Conflict Detection, Resolution 403 
and Monitoring” concept under internal-failure conditions and mitigation of the system-404 
generated hazards – section 2.8. 405 

 Assessment of the impacts of the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” operations 406 
on adjacent airspace or on neighbouring Air Traffic Management (ATM) systems – section 407 
2.9. 408 

 Achievability of the Safety Criteria – section 2.10. 409 

 Validation & verification of the safety specification – section 2.11. 410 

2.2 “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” - 411 

Operational Environment and Key Properties 412 

This section describes the key properties of the Operational Environment that are relevant to the 413 
safety assessment.  This information is mainly obtained from the OSED [4], sections 4.1.1, 4.1.2, 414 
4.1.3, 4.1.4 and 4.1.5.  415 

2.2.1 Airspace Structure, Type and Boundaries 416 

The Airspace considered by P04.07.02 is a managed airspace (free route and fixed route), where a 417 
separation service will be provided. 418 

In such airspace the role of the separator may in some cases be delegated to the pilot. However, this 419 
capability is out of the P04.07.02 scope. 420 

The vertical scope considered by P04.07.02 extends from FL195 up to FL660. The airspace in the 421 
Terminal Manoeuvring Area (TMA) is not considered by P04.07.02. 422 

The airspace is Reduced Vertical Separation Minima (RVSM) up to FL410. 423 

The Class of Airspace is “Class C” or above: 424 

Operations may be conducted under Instrument Flight Rules (IFR), Special Visual Flight Rules 425 
(SVFR), or Visual Flight Rules (VFR).  All flights are subject to Air Traffic Control (ATC) clearance. 426 
Aircraft operating under IFR and SVFR are separated from each other and from flights operating 427 
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under VFR.  Flights operating under VFR are given traffic information in respect of other VFR 428 
flights. (ICAO definition). 429 

The Airspace is divided into separate areas of responsibility (Sectors).  The sectors may be grouped 430 
together when traffic is low enough and they will be de-grouped when traffic increases.  This is 431 
operated by the Operational Supervisor on operational criteria. 432 

2.2.2 Airspace Users (Flight Rules), Traffic Levels and complexity 433 

Traffic characteristics will vary by airspace type: 434 

• Upper Airspace e.g. above FL285: Mainly overflights with very little vertical change; 435 

• Lower Airspace e.g. under FL285: A mix of overflights and descending/climbing aircraft 436 
depending on the sector.  A higher proportion of airfield inbounds and outbounds to both 437 
airfields within and outside the sector of interest. 438 

In the most-likely scenario there will be 16.9 million IFR movements in Europe by 2030, 1.8 times 439 
more than in 2009. 440 

During the time frame of the Single European Sky ATM Research Programme (SESAR) Step 1, the 441 
future European airspace organisation will initially be based on current ICAO ATS airspace 442 
classifications, regulations and applicable rules, including VFR and IFR. 443 

Classifications and rules will be adopted consistently by all States, thus ensuring uniformity of their 444 
application and a simplification of airspace organization throughout the whole European Civil Aviation 445 
Conference (ECAC) region.  446 

This will provide a progress towards an airspace continuum where the only distinction is between two 447 
Airspace classes (i.e. Managed and Unmanaged Airspace).  However, this will not be achieved in 448 
SESAR Step 1. 449 

Airspace use will be optimised through dynamic demand and capacity management, queue 450 
management, flexible military airspace structures, free, direct and fixed routing and a reduced number 451 
of airspace categories.  The objective is to have an airspace organisation that: 452 

• Is as transparent and simple as possible with regard to user perception; 453 

• Permits unambiguous rules for ATS service provision; 454 

• Allows simple documentation of the requirements for aspects such as flight planning, airspace 455 
reservations, communication actions and minimum equipage.  456 

2.2.3 Aircraft ATM capabilities 457 

The aircraft capabilities will remain heterogeneous in the target environment.  They will cover a range 458 
from existing capabilities and standards as described in the Minimum Aviation System Performance 459 
Specification (MASPS), to the initial four dimensional (i4D) capabilities as described in the P09.01 460 
deliverables ([5] and [6]). 461 

The EURopean Organization for Civil Aviation Equipment (EUROCAE) WG85 4D Navigation is 462 
currently working on an addendum version to DO236B/ED75  [7] for Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) 463 
and Time Of Arrival Control (TOAC) functions. It will be further used as an addendum to the Minimum 464 
Aviation System Performance Specification (MASPS) for area navigation systems operating in a 465 
Required Navigation Performance (RNP) environment (limited to RNP-4 RNAV or smaller 466 
environments).  The results from operational testing (namely in the P9.1 framework) are expected to 467 
be used as feedback for further Working Group (WG) 85 iterations before an official release. 468 

It is assumed that the highest level of aircraft capabilities available in Time Based Operations (SESAR 469 
step1) can be summarized as follows: 470 

• Data link: 471 

o Controller-Pilot Data Link Communication (CPDLC) and Automatic Dependent 472 
Surveillance-Contract (ADS-C) for ATC via Airborne Collision Avoidance System 473 
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(ACARS) (oceanic flights) and via Aeronautical Telecommunications Network (ATN) 474 
(continental flight) (ED122, ED 100A for FANS 1/A+, ED 110B/120 for continental 475 
Europe ATN B1); 476 

o Flight Information Service (FIS): Automatic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) with 477 
ATC via ACARS; 478 

o METeorological services (MET) data (winds/temperatures, TEMSI, etc.) with Airlines 479 
Operations Centre (AOC) via ACARS. 480 

• Navigation (figures currently being assessed by WG85): 481 

o 2D RNP1 in en route and 2D RNP0.3 in approach (2D RNP means lateral 482 
containment i.e. not only a required accuracy but also a required integrity and 483 
continuity, e.g. the aircraft will remain within +/-1nm 95% of the time and within +/-484 
2nm 99,99% (10-7) of the time for RNP1); 485 

o Concerning the vertical dimension, the following is required in [8] section 7 “RVSM 486 
performance” JAR 25.1325(e) : “Each system must be designed and installed so that 487 
the error in indicated pressure altitude, at sea-level, with a standard atmosphere, 488 
excluding instrument calibration error, does not result in an error of more than ± 30 ft 489 
per 100 knots speed for the appropriate configuration in the speed range between 1.3 490 
VS0 with wing-flaps extended and 1.8 VS1 with wing-flaps retracted. However, the 491 
error need not be less than ± 30 ft”; 492 

o A time constraint (RTA) is achieved with an accuracy of at least +/-30 seconds for En 493 
RouteEn Route operations and at least +/- 10 seconds for arrival operations in the 494 
terminal area 95% of the time; with no wind and temperature error the time estimates 495 
accuracy is around 1% of Time To Go for open loop time control function, e.g. +/-15 496 
seconds at 25 minutes. It is to be noted that these statements are guaranteed only in 497 
i4D operational conditions, i.e. end of cruise and descent approach (excluding fixes 498 
from decelerate to threshold runway). 499 

• Surveillance: 500 

o ADS-B in/out via Mode S 1090 transponder and Air Traffic Situational Awareness 501 
(ATSAW) applications; 502 

o Terrain Awareness and Warning System (TAWS); 503 

o Airborne Collision Avoidance System (ACAS) for the safety net. 504 
 505 

The focus here is mainly on Commercial aircraft (legacy, low fare, regional) and on Business aircraft3. 506 

There is generally less capability for General Aviation - Very Light Jet (GA-VLJ) Helicopter and 507 
Military aircraft (data link alike, FMS alike, ACAS for transport only). 508 

2.2.4 Communications, Navigation and Surveillance (CNS) Aids 509 

In P04.07.02, the key area of improvement within CNS is Communication.  Voice and data exchanges 510 
between service actors within the system are expected to improve.  For example, TRACT will reduce 511 
the number of voice communications between controller and the aircrew through automatic silent 512 
coordination.  513 

Other items are less suited to P04.07.02: 514 

• Navigation technologies that enable precision positioning are primarily designed for Lower 515 
Airspace.  Of course, with RNP the ability to offset and design routes with reduced spacing 516 
between centrelines would benefit all airspace.  However, it does not specifically impact the 517 
P04.07.02 concept; 518 

                                                      
3 Mainline and BGA equipage level can be very different 
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• Surveillance technologies are globally important but no feature is specific for P04.07.02 519 
matter. 520 

2.2.5 Separation Minima 521 

Separation minima are expected to continue to be based on guidance, regulations, and factors used 522 
in today’s environment (ICAO Doc 4444 Procedures for Air Traffic Management, especially 523 
Chapter 5): 524 

• Vertical separation: FL< 410  1000ft separation (RVSM); 525 
• Horizontal separation: En Route Radar Separation: 5NM. 526 

The radar separation standard may not be constant throughout the En Route sectors.  Different 527 
separation standards might be required e.g.: 528 

- A non-RVSM flight that is authorized to fly within a RVSM airspace remains subject to separation 529 
standard that is applicable below the RVSM limit (i.e. in a non-RVSM airspace); 530 

- At the edges of multi-radar cover or in the case of a reduction in radar service where the radar 531 
separation minimum may be increased to 10 NM; 532 

- The TMA sectors that interface the lower En Route sectors may be operating a lower radar 533 
separation standard (procedures ensure that the separation is established prior to transfer of 534 
control in this case). 535 

Therefore the choice of separation standard is made on a case-by-case basis depending on both the 536 
pair of elements to assess and the airspace where the separation is assessed, and it may not be 537 
homogeneous throughout the whole controlled sector. 538 

2.2.6 Operational services 539 

P04.07.02 is based on a combination of the following separation services: 540 

• Service “TRajectory Adjustment through Constraint of Time (TRACT)”; 541 
• Service “CD/R Aid to the PC”; 542 
• Service “CD/R Aid to the TC”. 543 

2.3 Airspace Users Requirements 544 

P04.07.02 is based on a combination of the following separation services: 545 

• TRajectory Adjustment through Constraint of Time (TRACT) – V2, 546 
• Conflict Detection and Resolution Aid to PC (CD/R aid to PC) – V2, 547 
• Conflict Detection and Resolution Aid to TC (CD/R aid to TC) – V3. 548 

Any combination of these services may be rendered together.  In the case where all three services 549 
are combined, they would roughly articulate with each other as follows:  550 

• The TRACT detects potential conflicts (e.g. 25 minutes ahead) and attempts to resolve them 551 
through CTO that should be achievable though small speed changes of the relevant aircraft; 552 

• The list of potential conflicts that have been resolved by TRACT is input into the CD/R aid to 553 
PC tool for information.  This service then detects encounters and it provides the PC with the 554 
list of remaining potential encounters that should be handled by her/him and/or the TC.  Using 555 
her/his aid tool, the PC elaborates solutions that s/he either implements through the 556 
Coordination process, or proposes to the TC or sends directly to the aircraft if s/he has the 557 
ability to do so; 558 

• The list of potential conflicts that have been resolved by the PC and TRACT are input into the 559 
CD/R aid to TC tool for information.  This service then detects encounters and it provides the 560 
TC with the list of remaining potential encounters that s/he should handle.  Using her/his aid 561 
tool, s/he elaborates solutions and sends them to the relevant aircraft. 562 
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2.4.3 Pre-existing Hazards for CD/R to TC 595 

The five pre-existing hazards described in section 2.4 were reviewed for CD/R for TC.  It was agreed 596 
that CD/R for TC would only impact on conflicts between pairs of trajectories (Hp#1). 597 

2.5 SAfety Criteria (SAC) 598 

The safety activities performed in deriving the SACs were performed in accordance with 16.06.01 599 
guidance material [2]. 600 

2.5.1 Introduction 601 

As part of WP4.7.2 Task 20 (V2 phase), a workshop was held to review the material that was 602 
produced for the Task 8 (V1) Deliverable during the V1 phase, and to amend to the material where 603 
necessary.  604 

The specific objectives of the workshop were as follows: 605 

• To revisit the process and methodology behind the Safety Assessment606 

• To revisit the following for each of the 04.07.02 Concepts:607 

o Assumptions and Architecture of the concept608 

o Success Case Safety Objectives609 

o Review of Hazard Identification610 

• Identification of Abnormal Scenarios and any additional Success Case Safety Objectives611 
(SCSO’s) required to mitigate against these (this was performed as a post workshop activity612 
but has been recorded here)613 

The detailed descriptions of the identified SACs below make reference to events within the Accident 614 
Incident Model (AIM) [3]. 615 

Note the SACs were reviewed following the VP-501 (V3 – as part of P04.07.02) and VP-798 (V3 as 616 
part of P04.03) exercises.  No changes were necessary. 617 

2.5.2 Scope 618 

The initial workshop was conducted as part of Task 8 (V1) and the associated SACs were limited to 619 
the first build of 04.07.02 (denoted Build 1) which is dedicated to separation management with ATM 620 
service level 2 capabilities.  As described above, a further safety workshop was conducted in the 621 
second iteration (Build 2) to review the SACs in light of the concept developments since the SACs 622 
were derived. As a result the SACs were updated. 623 

It was expected that the output of this workshop (Build 2) be directly input to the validation activities 624 
so that a direct measure of the safety benefits or detriments of each separation service can be 625 
established during the exercises.  However the validation plans were already mature before this task 626 
was undertaken. 627 

2.5.3 Attendees of the Workshop 628 

Name Organisation Role 

  Helios (representing NATS)      
  

  Think Research 
(Representing NATS) 
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  DSNA   
   

  NATS   

  NATS   

  DFS   

  DSNA   

Table 2 Task 20 workshop participants 629 

2.5.4 Derivation of SAfety Criteria 630 

Based on the list of pre-existing hazards, it can be concluded that the relevant type of accident is the 631 
Mid-Air Collision for all three operational services.   This is depicted by SESAR Project 16.06.01 as an 632 
Accident Barrier Model, refer to Figure 6 Mid-Air Collision Barrier Model.  The barriers were analysed 633 
further to identify the SACs for the change. 634 

The SACs presented in sections 2.5.4.1, 2.5.4.2 and 2.5.4.3 were derived by analysing, with respect 635 
to each type of relevant accident: 636 

• The contribution to aviation safety of the ATM services;637 

• The potential impact of the change on that contribution (indicated in red text for increased risk638 
impact, green text for reduced impact, grey text for no impact); a SAfety Criteria is defined639 
only when potential for impact is identified.640 

641 
Figure 6 Mid-Air Collision Barrier Model 642 

2.5.4.1 Safety Criteria related to TRACT 643 

2.5.4.1.1 The Barrier Model (Service Level) – Mid-Air Collision 644 
645 

Airspace Design & Strategic Planning Barrier 646 
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No impact. 647 
  648 
Demand and Capacity Balancing Barrier (DCB) 649 
No impact for Build 1, provided dynamic DCB remains outside the scope of the Build 1 650 
implementation of TRACT.  651 
 652 
Traffic Planning & Synchronisation Barrier (TRACT introduces a new airborne pre-tactical de-653 
confliction component within this barrier).  654 

SAC31 – There shall be 3.3% reduction in the number of Pre-Tactical conflicts.  655 
The primary objective of TRACT is to ensure that aircraft flights are adjusted and de-656 
conflicted so that they do not require planner or tactical resolution.  As a consequence, 657 
TRACT will have a safety benefit in the removal of pre-tactical conflicts.  Reviewing the AIM 658 
[3] reveals that a new event MB9.2.2c “TRACT fails to resolve conflict” is required which will 659 
account for this safety benefit. 660 
 661 
TRACT introduces additional uncertainty to the timings regarding aircraft trajectory 662 
(MB10.1.1.1.2) 663 
 664 

ATC Induced Pre-Tactical Conflict 665 
SAC32 – There shall not be an increase in the number of ATC Induced Pre-Tactical 666 
conflicts. 667 
There is a risk that TRACT in some situations causes induced conflict because TRACT 668 
introduces additional uncertainty to the timings regarding aircraft trajectory, and there is a 669 
period where the instruction has been issued (from TRACT), but not accepted and displayed 670 
to the controllers.  To be validated. 671 
 672 
When solving a conflict, TRACT may fail to take into account all aircraft that are predicted to 673 
be within the wider region.  This may create TRACT induced conflicts and result in a safety 674 
detriment.  Additionally, the number of planner options immediately available to the controller 675 
is expected to be reduced as a result of TRACT.  This may result in induced pre-tactical 676 
conflicts (despite the fact that aircraft under TRACT can be overridden).  These safety 677 
detriments are expected to the very small in comparison to the improvements provided by the 678 
safety benefit above (except perhaps near to TRACT boundaries) therefore it was not 679 
considered necessary to identify affected events in the AIM model. 680 
 681 

Tactical Conflict Management Barrier 682 
SAC33 – There shall be no increase in the number of Imminent Infringements [losses of 683 
separation in NATS terminology] 684 
Those conflicts remaining may be more difficult to resolve since those that are simple to solve 685 
will be the subject of TRACT resolutions.  This will result in a safety detriment, the extent of 686 
which may be sector dependent and difficult to estimate.  It is therefore important to ensure 687 
that TRACT does not result in the creation of any more conflict events (MB5.1.3.1 – “ATCO 688 
misjudgement of separation”). 689 
 690 
It is possible that aircraft under TRACT may be unpredictable due to the different speed 691 
adjustment options available to resolve the CTO which are dependent on when the speed 692 
adjustment is implemented and completed.  This would result in a safety detriment that could 693 
be amplified by the pilot selecting manual mode.  However, it is an assumption (Assumption 694 
019 in Table 28 Assumptions made in deriving the above Safety Requirements - TRACT) that 695 
the FMS adjustments are implemented in such a way that they do not impede the 696 
predictability of aircraft trajectories which will aid controller situation awareness. 697 
 698 

ATC Induced Tactical Conflict 699 
SAC34 There shall be no increase in ATC induced Tactical Conflicts. 700 
Less ATC interventions will be necessary.  There is therefore less chance of either incorrect 701 
or untimely instructions or knock-on conflicts being generated.  This should result in a 702 
reduced frequency of MF7.1.1 Conflict due to missing or incorrect timing of instructions, 703 
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MF7.1.3 – “Conflict due to bad Instructions given to pilot” and MF7.1.4 – “Conflict resolution 704 
leads to knock-on conflict”.  705 
 706 

Pilot Induced Tactical Conflict 707 
No impact expected since CTO can only be applied in stable flight (Build 1)4 and is therefore 708 
unlikely to result in high workload.  The number of CTOs that can be initiated for a single flight 709 
is also limited.  Furthermore, the ground systems validate the CTO from the FMS.  No impact 710 
on pilot error is therefore expected. 711 
 712 

ATC Collision Avoidance 713 
No impact expected since the completion of the TRACT (by 6 minutes at the latest) is outside 714 
the collision avoidance window.  715 

 716 
Crew Collision  717 

No impact expected, pilots will continue to follow standard procedures.  718 

2.5.4.2 Safety Criteria related to CD/R aid to PC 719 

2.5.4.2.1 The Barrier Model (Service Level) – Mid-Air Collision 720 
 721 
Airspace Design & Strategic Planning Barrier 722 
No impact. 723 
  724 
Demand and Capacity Balancing Barrier 725 
No impact.  726 
 727 
Traffic Planning & Synchronisation Barrier 728 

SAC22 – There shall be 36% reduction in the number of Planned Tactical conflicts.  729 
The “What-If” and “What-Else” tools provide the controller with medium term conflict detection 730 
and resolution functionality and improve the quality of planning data.  These are expected to 731 
provide significant safety benefits through a reduction in the number of planned conflicts.  732 
This is expected to reduce the failure frequency of event MB9.2.2b.1 - “Failure to identify 733 
conflict or traffic peak”. 734 
  735 
It is also expected that the planner controller will be able to address planning conflicts much 736 
earlier than before and prioritise planning actions.  This is expected to reduce the failure 737 
frequency of event MB9.2.2b.2 “Misjudge conflict resolution”.  738 
 739 

It should be noted that there may be the potential for the tactical controller to support the planner in 740 
undertaking the planning role.  This would have the effect of further reducing planned tactical conflicts 741 
especially in the case when the planner has a high workload.  However, this is likely to occur when 742 
the tactical controller is also under high workload due to the planner’s inability to deal with the 743 
approaching traffic.  It is currently unclear as to the extent that this merging of roles will be employed 744 
and as such no safety detriment or benefit has been envisaged.  745 

 746 
ATC Induced Pre-Tactical Conflict 747 

SAC21 – There shall be a 12% reduction in the number of ATC Induced Pre-Tactical 748 
conflicts. 749 
The “What-Else” tool will also reduce the likelihood of misjudgement error since it provides 750 
support in the resolution of conflicts and will reduce the likelihood of a knock-on planned 751 
conflict.  This is expected to reduce the failure frequency of events MF9.1.1 - “Pre-Tactical 752 
Conflict generated from other sector” and MF9.1.2 - “Conflict resolution leads to knock-on 753 
Pre-Tactical conflict”.  754 
 755 

                                                      
4 For example, far enough from the Top of Descent and before the 4D AMAN horizon (farther than 
200-300NM from destination airport with 4D coordination). 
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Tactical Conflict Management Barrier 756 
No impact, except that the tactical controller may also reduce the number of planned conflicts 757 
(see SAC22 justification). 758 
 759 

ATC Induced Tactical Conflict 760 
No impact. 761 
 762 

Pilot Induced Tactical Conflict 763 
SAC23 – There shall be 7% reduction in the number of Pilot Induced Tactical conflicts. 764 
The Conformance Monitoring Tool (CMT) will detect whether exit conditions can actually be 765 
achieved based on aircraft performance.  This is expected to reduce the failure frequency of 766 
crew induced conflicts; MF6.1.2.2 - “Conflict due to Lateral Deviation”, MF6.1.2.3 - “Conflict 767 
due to Speed Deviation” and MF6.1.2.4 - “Conflict due to V.Rate Deviation”. 768 
 769 

ATC Collision Avoidance 770 
No impact, existing procedures apply.  771 

 772 
Crew Collision  773 

No impact expected, pilots will continue to follow standard procedures.  774 

2.5.4.3 Safety Criteria related to CD/R aid to TC 775 

2.5.4.3.1 The Barrier Model (Service Level) – Mid-Air Collision 776 
 777 
Airspace Design & Strategic Planning Barrier 778 
No impact. 779 
  780 
Demand and Capacity Balancing Barrier 781 
No impact.  782 
 783 
Traffic Planning & Synchronisation Barrier 784 
No impact.  785 

 786 
ATC Induced Pre-Tactical Conflict 787 
No impact.  788 

 789 
Tactical Conflict Management Barrier 790 
 791 

SAC11 – There shall be 21% reduction in the number of Imminent Infringements  792 
The What Else tool will improve the resolution of conflicts which is expected to reduce the 793 
failure frequency of event MB4.1.2.2 “Inadequate information for conflict management”.  794 
The conformance monitoring tool will improve the detection of non-adherence to clearances 795 
which is expected to reduce the failure frequency of event MB4.3 “Inadequate Pilot Response 796 
to ATC”. 797 
Furthermore, CD/R for TC will improve the team working between the planner and the 798 
tactical. This will mean that for sectors where there is a limited planning function the planner 799 
will be able to provide resolution advice to the tactical.  This will reduce the failure frequency 800 
of events and MB4.2.1 - “ATCO misjudgement of separation” and MB4.2.2 - “ATCO failure to 801 
act”. 802 
 803 
SAC12 – There shall be 30% reduction in the number of Tactical conflicts. 804 
The “What if” and “What else” functions make the controllers more likely to identify conflicts 805 
and resolve them with better information about the nature of the conflict. Related aim barriers: 806 
MBX1.3.1 ATCO misjudgement of separation 807 
MBX.1.2.3 Failed to Detect Conflict 808 
MBX1.1.1 Inadequate traffic picture 809 
MBX.1.3.1 ATCO misjudgement of separation 810 
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MBX.1.3.2 ATCO failure to act 811 
 812 

ATC Induced Tactical Conflict 813 
SAC13 – There shall be 41% reduction in the number of ATC Induced Tactical conflicts. 814 
The “What else” tool will also reduce the likelihood of induced conflicts since it provides the 815 
controller with a view of all the predictable knock-on conflicts.  This is expected to reduce the 816 
failure frequency of event MF7.1.4. “Conflict resolution leads to knock-on conflict”. 817 
 818 

Pilot Induced Tactical Conflict 819 
SAC14 – There shall be 28% reduction in the number of Pilot Induced Tactical conflicts. 820 
The conformance monitoring tool will detect misjudgement error since it provides support in 821 
the resolution of conflicts and will reduce the likelihood of a knock-on planned conflict.  This 822 
will strengthen the barrier “BY Ground/Air Trajectory Deviation Alerting”. 823 
 824 

ATC Collision Avoidance 825 
SAC15 – There shall be no increase in the number of Near Collisions.  826 
It should be noted that there could be a safety detriment to the “What else” tool if it was to 827 
overlap potential conflicts with STCA.  The result could be two tools based on different data 828 
presenting a conflicting picture that could be confusing to the controller. Provided that STCA 829 
and CD/R for TC will be independent, this safety detriment can be discounted. 830 
There may be some safety gain from the redundancy in the alerting which is introduced by 831 
having independent TC-Aid and STCA.  However, this gain is believed to be offset by the 832 
confusion from inconsistency of alerting.  This is reflected in the SAC which sets an 833 
expectation of ‘no worse than today’. 834 
 835 

Crew Collision  836 
No impact expected, pilots will continue to follow standard procedures.  837 

2.6 Mitigation of the Pre-existing Risks – Normal Operations 838 

2.6.1 Derivation of Safety Objectives for Normal Operations 839 

Following the SAfety Criteria (SAC) Derivation, the workshop performed the preliminary work of the 840 
Success Case Analysis.  The Success Case Analysis considered the services when working as 841 
intended, and identified the requirements that need to be placed for the services to deliver their safety 842 
benefits (as defined by the SAC).   843 

The Success Case Analysis workshop has been done in two steps, i.e. reviewing and updating the 844 
work done during V1 (Task 8) based on which the safety requirements have been developed during 845 
the V2 (Task 20) activities.  This is further explained in the following sections. 846 

Note the SACs were reviewed following the VP-501 (V2 – as part of P04.07.02) and VP-798 (V2 as 847 
part of P04.03) exercises.  No changes were necessary. 848 

Task 8 (V1) 849 

The overall objective of the Success Case workshop was to provide the Task 8 (V1) team with a 850 
foundation upon which to perform the Success Case Analysis. 851 

This objective was broken down into the following: 852 

• Reviewing and developing the Functional Model (which includes the functional blocks).  The 853 
functional blocks described the services from a functional perspective, enabled the 854 
completeness of the Operational Requirements (ORs) to be assessed, and provided a 855 
reference for the safety requirements to be described against.  Note the Functional Model is 856 
not present in this document since the concept is sufficiently mature to use the SPR-level 857 
Model directly.  858 

• Reviewing and discussing different scenarios (presented in A.1) for each of the services.  859 
The various possible scenarios in which the services could operate were explored and the 860 
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Misjudge Conflict Resolution 
due to the fact that PC aid would 
automatically identify conflicts 
which still exist after an 
inadequate resolution is applied. 

SCSO 22 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.2012; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3087; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3058; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3056; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3055; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3076; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.2013] 

The PC aid shall identify 
planning encounters in 
proposed resolutions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This safety objective relates to 
the AIM Barrier Pre-Cursor 
MB10.1.1.2.1.2 Misjudge 
Conflict Resolution due to the 
fact that The PC aid, via the 
what if probing would identify an 
inadequate resolution proposed 
by the controller. It also relates 
to MF7.1.1 Conflict resolution 
leads to knock-on conflict due to 
the fact The PC aid, via the what 
if probing would identify a new 
conflict created by the proposed 
resolution. 

SAC 21 

SCSO 23 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3077; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3056; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3055; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3049; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.2012] 

The PC Aid shall detect 
planning encounters 
which would involve the 
subject flight for all sector 
coordination entry and 
exit levels. 

 

 

 

 

This safety objective relates to 
the AIM Barrier Pre-Cursor 
MF7.1.1 Conflict resolution 
leads to knock-on conflict. The 
PC Aid will support the controller 
by showing encounter free 
options before the controller 
decides upon a resolution 
thereby reducing the chance 
that they pick a resolution which 
leads to a knock-on conflict 

SAC 21 

SCSO 24 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.2014] 

The PC aid shall monitor 
aircraft’s achievability to 
meet entry and exit 
coordination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This safety objective relates to 
the AIM Barrier Pre-Cursor 
MB10.2.2 Inadequate planner-
upstream coordination. The tool 
helps to identify situations where 
the aircrew are deviating 
vertically and therefore may 
create a new conflict/workload 
issue in the next sector. 
Therefore the controller is more 
likely to provide adequate 
upstream coordination. 

SAC 21 
SAC 22 
SAC 23 

SCSO 25 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.2016; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3060] 

The PC aid shall 
coordinate entry and exit 
conditions without the 
necessity of controller 
intervention. 

This safety objective relates to 
the AIM Barrier Pre-Cursor 
MB10.1.1.2 Inadequate planning 
task due to the fact that 
automating some coordination 
reduces workload for controller, 

SAC 21 
SAC 22 
SAC 23 
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in very high workload situations 
this gives the controller more 
time to perform their task, and 
they are therefore less likely to 
make errors in judgement. It 
also relates to MB10.1.1.1.2.2 
Incorrect planning data. This 
could actually have a negative 
impact due to the fact that some 
coordinations are not handled 
by the controller, therefore they 
may not be as aware of the 
situation and therefore may 
have reduced situational 
awareness. 

SCSO 26 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.4016] 

The PC Aid shall enable 
the application of 
constraints to the 
coordination trajectory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This safety objective relates to 
the AIM Barrier Pre-Cursor 
MB10.1.1.1.2.1 No planning 
information. The controller can 
input constraints to the system, 
therefore this improves the 
information available and 
displayed by other existing tools, 
which means they are less likely 
to mislead the controller. It also 
enables the new tools to perform 
more accurate trajectory 
prediction, which may help the 
controller to identify encounters. 

SAC 21 
SAC 22 
SAC 23 

SCSO 27 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.2053] 

The PC Aid shall detect 
deviations from each 
flights entry and exit 
conditions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This safety objective relates to 
the AIM Barrier Pre-Cursor 
MB10.1.2.1 Inadequate planner-
exec coordination due to the fact 
that The tool identifies a 
situation where the planner has 
instructed the tactical to 
implement a resolution and the 
tactical has failed to do so. It 
also relates to MB10.1.1.1.2.2 
Incorrect planning data due to 
the fact that the tool allows the 
resolution to be entered into the 
system so that it can be used by 
other tools, thus improving the 
data available to other tools. 

SAC 21 
SAC 22 
SAC 23 

SCSO 28 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3052; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.3055; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0002.2011] 

The PC Aid shall indicate 
the predicted trajectories 
of a subject aircraft and 
any aircraft which may be 
interacting with it. 

 

 

This safety objective relates to 
the AIM Barrier Pre-Cursor 
MB10.1.1.1.2.2 Incorrect 
planning data. The tool is 
providing details of the trajectory 
of relevant aircraft to the 
controller, which means they are 
less likely to have an inaccurate 

SAC 21 
SAC 22 
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SCSO 12; 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.2004; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.2005; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3090; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3006; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3118; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3019; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3020; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3021; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3022; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3023; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3024; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3026; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3010] 

The TC Aid shall 
indicate the 
following deviations 
between an 
aircraft’s known 
position and 
predicted trajectory: 
1)     Route 
Deviation (ROUTE) 
2)     Vertical 
Deviation Rate 
(RATE) 
3)     Cleared flight 
level deviation 
(CFL) 
4)     Speed 
Deviations (SPD) 
5)     No valid flight 
plan data available 
(NoTT) 

Success Case Analysis (preliminary) 
performed during workshop (Task 8)  
involving safety and ATC experts 
identified the requirements that need to 
be placed for the services to deliver 
their safety benefits when working as 
intended. Related AIM Barriers MF6.1 
and MF4 [3]. 

This safety objective relates to the AIM 
Barrier Pre-Cursor MF6.1.2 Conflict 
due to Crew/ac Deviation due the fact 
the TC aid shall detect deviations from 
any instructions issues to the aircraft 
that affects the trajectory. Therefore 
there is a reduced risk of a conflict 
being created due to these deviations 

SAC 11 
SAC 12 
SAC 14 

SCSO 13 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3038] 

For the subject 
aircraft the TC aid 
shall identify 
conflicts for any 
probed clearances. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Success Case Analysis (preliminary) 
performed during workshop involving 
safety and ATC experts identified the 
requirements that need to be placed 
for the services to deliver their safety 
benefits when working as intended. 
Related AIM Barrier MF7.1 [3]. 

This safety objective relates to the AIM 
Barrier MBX.1.3.1 ATCO 
misjudgement of separation due to the 
fact that the TC aid would 
automatically identify conflicts which 
still exist after an inadequate resolution 
is applied. It also relates to MBX1.1.1 
Inadequate traffic picture due to the 
fact that the TC aid what if functionality 
will identify any conflictions for any 
probed clearances they are about to 
issue that they may not have been 
aware of due to an inadequate traffic 
picture. It also relates to MF7.1.1 
Conflict resolution leads to knock on 
conflict due to the fact that the TC aid, 
via the what if probing would identify a 
new conflict created by the proposed 
resolution 

SAC 11 
SAC 12 
SAC 13 

SCSO 14 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3105; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3104; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.2008] 

TC Aid shall 
support the TC to 
correctly prioritise 
and resolve 
conflicts indicated 
to the ATCO by TC 

Success Case Analysis (preliminary) 
performed during workshop involving 
safety and ATC experts identified the 
requirements that need to be placed 
for the services to deliver their safety 
benefits when working as intended. 
Related AIM Barriers MB5, MF7.1, and 

SAC 11 
SAC 12 
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aid in a timely way. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MF4 [3]. 
This safety objective relates to the AIM 
Barrier MBX.1.3.2 ATCO failure to act.  

The TC  aid shall display to the 
controller all conflictions and will 
indicate the severity/geometry of those 
interactions, therefore indicating the 
highest priority of tasks 

SCSO 15 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.2036; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3106; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3039; 
REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.3038] 

The TC Aid shall 
detect Tactical 
encounters which 
would involve the 
subject flight for all 
flight levels within 
the sector. 

 

 

This safety objective relates to the AIM 
Barrier MBX1.3.1 ATCO misjudgement 
of separation due to the fact that the 
TC aid shall display to the Tactical 
Controller the occupancy of all other 
levels in the sector and any potential 
conflictions if they were to use these 
levels for the subject flight, therefore 
reducing the risk of the tactical 
misjudging separation. It also relates to 
MF7.1.1 Conflict resolution leads to 
knock on conflict due to the fact that 
the TC Aid will help the controller by 
showing encounter free options before 
the controller decides upon a 
resolution thereby reducing the chance 
that they pick a resolution which leads 
to a knock-on conflict. It also relates to 
MBX1.1.1 Inadequate traffic picture 
due to the fact that the TC aid what- 
else functionality will reduce the risk of 
the Tactical having an inadequate 
traffic picture as they have a constant 
view of flight level occupancy in the 
sector with regards to the subject flight 

SAC 11 
SAC 12 
SAC 13 

SCSO 16 
[REQ-04.07.02-OSED-0001.1001] 

The TC aid tool 
shall be active at all 
CWPs at all times. 

 

 

This is a correct assumption, but will 
need to be validated during the 
simulation 

SAC 11 
SAC 12 
SAC 13 
SAC 14 
SAC 15 

Table 8 List of Safety Objectives (success approach) for Normal Operations - CD/R aid to TC 915 

2.6.2 Analysis of the Concept for a Typical Flight 916 

This section records the description of the services that were discussed during the Success Case 917 
Analysis.  They provided the basis for the understanding of the services’ successful operation, i.e. 918 
they provide the description (at a high level) of the success case.  These descriptions helped to shape 919 
the functional blocks, and the Success Case Safety Objectives (SCSOs). 920 

2.6.2.1 Sequence Diagram 921 

The diagrams below show examples of sequence diagrams that were used to help derive the SCSOs 922 
in Task 8 (V1).  These were found to be a useful tool to ensure that the SCSOs covered all aspects of 923 
the services.  They were also useful in the failure case analysis to ensure hazards were not missed.  924 
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Finally, they help during discussions to ensure all workshop participants have the same view of the 925 
concept and are thinking about them in the same way. It was not feasible to discuss all scenarios in 926 
the concept during the workshop, therefore only a selection of example sequence diagrams were 927 
produced. 928 

 929 
Figure 7 TRACT Sequence Diagram 930 
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 931 
Figure 8 CD/R aid to TC Sequence Diagram 932 

2.6.2.1.1 TRACT 933 

1) TRACT retrieves the current traffic situation from the FDPS. 934 

2) TRACT performs trajectory prediction, and identifies clusters of aircraft that may have 935 
potential conflicts. 936 

3) TRACT identifies a potential conflict between two aircraft. 937 

4) TRACT attempts to solve the conflict: 938 

a. TRACT calculates a speed adjustment that can be applied. 939 

b. TRACT cannot calculate a speed adjustment.  In this case the conflict is passed on 940 
so that the PC aid will deal with it and the use case ends here. 941 

5) TRACT issues an instruction to an aircraft to adjust its speed by issuing a Controlled Time 942 
Over (CTO) via the datalink. 943 

6) TRACT indicates to the PC that the conflict is under TRACT instruction. 944 

7) The aircraft displays the instruction to the aircrew. 945 

8) Aircrew response: 946 

a. The aircrew accepts the instruction. 947 

b. The aircrew does not respond (in this instance we return to step 6). 948 

c. The aircrew rejects the instruction. 949 

9) The aircrew’s response is relayed to the ground through datalink.  Additionally the FMS 950 
calculates a new trajectory (if the aircrew accepted the instruction) and reports this to the 951 
ground. 952 
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10) TRACT receives the response: 953 

a. The aircrew accepted the instruction.  TRACT monitors the aircraft (1), and updates 954 
the PC aid to show that the aircraft is conforming to TRACT. 955 

b. The aircrew did not respond.  TRACT labels the aircraft as ‘standby’ while awaiting 956 
and updating for a TBD period (return to step 6). 957 

c. The aircrew have not responded for a TBD period.  TRACT discards the aircraft from 958 
further considerations.  Unclear what happens in this instance, the high level OSED 959 
talks about ‘an indicator helps the ATCO in identifying long “standby” in order to 960 
address the air crew directly by voice”. 961 

d. The aircrew rejects the instruction.  TRACT discards the aircraft from calculations for 962 
TBD period.5 (Return to step 1).  963 

11) TRACT is monitoring an aircraft under TRACT and detects a deviation.  TRACT 964 
resolutions for that aircraft are cancelled and all related TRACT resolutions are discarded 965 
(CTOs removed). 966 

2.6.2.1.2 CD/R aid to PC 967 

1) The PC receives an offer. 968 

2) The system assesses the potential conflicts relating from this: 969 

a. The system considers that there are no conflicts and accepts the offer.  This is 970 
recorded by the system.  The ‘PC aid’ tool then uses a trajectory based on the offered 971 
level for conflict detection purposes. Step 6. 972 

b. The system determines that there are planning interactions at the offered level and 973 
indicates the flight to the PC. 974 

3) The PC interrogates the system regarding the offered flight: 975 

a. The PC identifies an alternative offered level or coordination conditions and suggests 976 
them. 977 

b. The PC decides to accept the offered level and deal with any planning interactions. 978 
Step 6. 979 

4) The other sector PC receives an alternative suggestion: 980 

a. The offered level is automatically accepted.  Step 6. 981 

b. The offered level is not accepted by the PC.  The PCs then need to discuss and 982 
agree a resolution (15). 983 

5) The other sector TC then instructs the aircrew based on the agreed level in the system. 984 

6) The PC aid performs Flight Path Monitoring (FPM) on the flight: 985 

a. The flight does not deviate. No further action is taken. 986 

b. The flight deviates from the offered level or coordination conditions.  The PC is 987 
alerted. The PCs then has to resolve the issue based on current operating 988 
procedures. 989 

2.6.2.1.3 CD/R aid to TC 990 

1) The ‘TC aid’ tool gets data from the FPDS. 991 

                                                      
5 Note that the ETA min/max is downlinked just before the CTO is calculated so there is a low (but 
non-zero) probability that the calculated CTO may be outside the ETA min/max which would cause a 
rejection. Other operational reasons for rejection may exist.  The process here states that the aircraft 
would no longer be considered suitable for a TC-SA resolution.  However, it may make more sense to 
just re-compute a new CTO.  For further analysis. 
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2) The ‘TC aid’ tool performs trajectory prediction and detects a conflict. 992 

3) The ‘TC aid’ tool alerts the TC. 993 

4) The TC uses the ‘TC aid’ tool to perform a ‘what if’ assessment and identify a resolution. 994 

5) The TC issues an instruction via R/T to the aircrew, and enters it into the system. 995 

6) The aircrew accept the instruction and it is implemented on the aircraft through, for 996 
example its entry into the FMS. 997 

7) The aircraft updates the trajectory and the ‘TC aid’ tool, the TC and the PC monitor the 998 
situation: 999 

a. The aircraft conforms to the clearance.  No further action. 1000 

b. The aircraft deviates from the clearance. The monitoring aids alert the TC. The 1001 
controller contacts the aircrew via R/T: 1002 

i. The pilot can correct the deviation and inputs the correction to the FMS.  Step 1003 
6. 1004 

ii. The pilot cannot return to the cleared trajectory.  The TC clears the aircraft’s 1005 
route of other traffic. 1006 

iii. The TC concludes that the Monitoring Aids (MONA) warning is not relevant 1007 
and suppresses it. 1008 

2.7 Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring Operations 1009 

under Abnormal Conditions 1010 

The purpose of this section is to assess the ability of the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and 1011 
Monitoring” tools to work through (robustness), or at least recover from (resilience) any abnormal 1012 
conditions, external to the “Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring” System, that might be 1013 
encountered relatively infrequently. 1014 

2.7.1 Identification of Abnormal Conditions 1015 

The list below shows the abnormal conditions under which the concepts are judged to operate.  1016 
These were explicitly considered in the safety analysis throughout this document.  This list includes 1017 
those abnormal conditions identified during the safety workshop in Task 8 (V1).  The following 1018 
abnormal conditions scenarios have been identified for each of the three operational services: 1019 

• Severe weather – e.g. rapid wind changes that cannot be predicted and therefore modelled; 1020 

• Traffic Overload in Sector; 1021 

• Use of emergency vertical separation; 1022 

• Unusual traffic – e.g. formation flights, supersonic flights; 1023 

• Aircraft equipment malfunction e.g. transponder failure; 1024 

• Non-responsive aircraft (e.g. serious aircraft malfunction which means aircraft cannot comply 1025 
with ATC instruction - e.g. engine failure); 1026 

• Non-responsive aircraft - radio failure; 1027 

• Non-responsive aircraft - datalink fail; 1028 

• Border with less sophisticated/incompatible ANSP; 1029 

• Significant deviation from filed flight plans (for a non-trivial number of aircraft) e.g. unexpected 1030 
airport closure.  Clarification: this is not a situation whereby pilots are deviating unexpectedly, 1031 
but rather a situation where ATC are forced to issue many instructions which mean that a 1032 
significant number of aircraft are no longer able to maintain to their flight plan; 1033 
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• Serious Tactical Deviation (e.g. Aircraft takes instruction but does something else, or aircraft 1034 
takes another aircraft’s instruction).  Controller’s attention is drawn only to the aircraft in 1035 
question, causing immediate/unpredictable overload; 1036 

• TMA Holds are full, aircraft are holding En Route; 1037 

• Complete loss of communication - voice and datalink. 1038 
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controller 
delayed 

he/she 
believes 
TRACT to be 
the separating 
actor 

The ATCO has the TC aid to 
assist in solving conflicts. 
 
Unusual flights should be 
highlighted to the ATCO. 
Procedures that the controller 
must follow in the instance of 
unusual flights.  

Hz 
002 

TRACT – 
the 
separating 
actor - 
planner 
controller 
delayed 

SCSO 31 
SCSO 32 
SCSO 35 
 

Planner 
controller 
delaying or 
failing to 
assuring 
separation as 
he/she 
believes 
TRACT to be 
the separating 
actor 

The ATCO has access to the 
CTO information. 
 
The ATCO has the PC aid to 
assist in solving conflicts. 
 
Unusual flights should be 
highlighted to the ATCO. 
Procedures that the controller 
must follow in the instance of 
unusual flights. 

2.00E-04 

Hz 
003 

TRACT – 
managing 
the aircraft 

SCSO 31 
SCSO 32 
SCSO 34 
SCSO 37 
 

TRACT 
managing 
aircraft 
unnecessarily, 
resulting in 
increased 
workload for 
the controller 

The ATCO has access to the 
CTO information, and may 
identify non-credible 
resolutions. 
 
The ATCO has the PC/TC aid 
to assist in solving conflicts. 
 
Pilot may refuse the CTO if it 
is the aircraft which has just 
been issued a clearance7. 

2.00E-04 

Hz 
004 

TRACT – 
doesn’t 
provide 
resolution 

SCSO 31 
SCSO 34 
SCSO 35 
SCSO 37 
 

TRACT being 
unable to 
provide 
resolutions 
leading to 
workload 
increase for 
controller. 

The ATCO has the PC/TC aid 
to assist in solving conflicts.  

2.00E-04 

Hz 
005 

TRACT – 
the 
separating 
actor – 
tactical 
controller 
fails 
separation 

SCSO 31 
SCSO 32 
SCSO 35 
 

Tactical fails 
to assure 
separation as 
he/she 
believes 
TRACT to be 
the separating 
actor. 

ATCO applies relevant 
procedures. 

4.00E-06 

Table 10: System-Generated Hazards and Analysis for TRACT 1082 

                                                      
7 Note pilots should be aware that a clearance may be valid only for a certain amount of time and 
should expect  
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within the 
sector 

SAC 11 MB4.2.1 
ATCO 
misjudgeme
nt of 
separation 
(12%) 

The TC aid alerts 
controllers within 
the bounds of its 
parameters, and 
therefore never 
makes a 
'misjudgement', 
noting that it can be 
incorrect if it's 
inputs are incorrect 

30% Sometimes the 
inputs will be 
wrong, but 
most of the 
time it will help 

3.6% 

MB4.2.2 
ATCO failure 
to act (20%) 

This is the primary 
purpose of the tool: 
to ensure that 
conflicts which the 
controller might not 
detected are 
indicated to them 

50% The tool will 
help reduce 
the number of 
times the 
controller fails 
to act by 
prompting 
them, but 
sometimes the 
failure to act 
cannot be 
avoided and a 
prompt does 
not resolve the 
conflict. 

10.0% 

SCSO 
12 

SAC 14 MF6.1.2 
Conflict due 
to Crew/ac 
Deviation 
(71%) 

The TC aid shall 
detect deviations 
from any 
instructions issues 
to the aircraft that 
affects the 
trajectory. Therefore 
there is a reduce 
risk of a conflict 
being created due 
to these deviations 

40% High % 
improvement 
to the 
precursors due 
to the 
controller being 
alerted to any 
deviations 
therefore can 
correct before 
any conflicts 
occur 

28.4% 

SAC 12 MBX1.1.1 
Inadequate 
traffic picture 
(5%) 

The scenario is: 
Controller issues an 
instruction to the 
aircraft, but does 
not enter it into the 
system, therefore 
the aircraft is 
considered to be 
deviating. Because 
the tool indicates 
the 'deviation' the 
controller will know 
to enter it into the 
system, which 
means that if there 
is a later conflict he 
has full information. 

5% Considered to 
be a rare 
situation: firstly 
the controller 
needs to issue 
an instruction 
and then fail to 
enter it, and 
secondly this 
aircraft needs 
to 
subsequently 
be involved in 
a potential 
conflict. 

0.25% 
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SAC 11 MB4.3 
Inadequate 
Pilot 
Response to 
ATC (2%) 

The conformance 
monitor will detect 
when the pilot 
deviates from the 
clearance and 
therefore allow the 
controller time to 
contact the pilot and 
correct the problem, 
particularly if the 
deviation results in 
a potential conflict 

10% There will only 
be a limited 
number of 
times when 
there is a 
conflict 
resultant and 
the controller 
has time to 
resolve the 
conflict with the 
pilot. 

0.2% 

SCSO 
13 

SAC 12 MBX.1.3.1 
ATCO 
misjudgeme
nt of 
separation 
(7%) 

TC aid would 
automatically 
identify conflicts 
which still exist after 
an inadequate 
resolution is 
applied. 

50% Rather than 
the controller 
having to rely 
on judgement 
and experience 
in deciding a 
course of 
action e.g. 
which heading 
to use, the 
'what-if' tool 
will display an 
accurate 
trajectory (and 
any associated 
conflicts) as a 
result of their 
decision. 

3.5% 

SAC 12 MBX1.1.1 
Inadequate 
traffic picture 
(5%) 

The TC aid what if 
functionality will 
identify any 
conflictions for any 
probed clearances 
they are about to 
issue that they may 
not have been 
aware of due to an 
inadequate traffic 
picture 

30% By using the 
'what-if' tool to 
probe 
clearances and 
also having a 
constant 
monitor of all 
interactions in 
the sector 
should have a 
high % impact 
on the chance 
of the Tactical 
having an 
inadequate 
traffic picture. 
Sometimes 
there may be 
an inadequate 
traffic picture 
because the 
system and the 
controller are 
missing 
information 
(otherwise it 
would be a 
higher 

1.5% 
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improvement) 

SAC11 MB4.1.2 
ATCO failure 
to identify 
conflict in 
time (55%) 

The TC aid, via the 
what if probing 
would identify a 
new conflict created 
by the proposed 
resolution 

10% This will 
reduce a small 
proportion of 
the number of 
times when an 
ATCO would 
have failed to 
identify an 
imminent 
infringement 

5.5% 

SAC 13 MF7.1.1 
Conflict 
resolution 
leads to 
knock on 
conflict (5%) 

The TC aid, via the 
what if probing 
would identify a 
new conflict created 
by the proposed 
resolution 

50% By using the 
'what-if' probe 
for all 
resolutions 
there should 
be a very low 
risk of a 
conflict 
resolution 
leading to a 
knock on 
conflict, 
therefore high 
% 
improvement 

2.5% 

SCSO 
14 

SAC 12 MBX.1.3.2 
ATCO failure 
to act (4%) 

The TC  aid shall 
display to the 
controller all 
conflictions and will 
indicate the 
severity/geometry of 
those interactions, 
therefore indicating 
the highest priority 
of tasks 

30% The constant 
display of 
interactions 
and the 
severity is 
continually 
displayed to 
the controller 
so there should 
be a high % 
improvements 
in the ATCO 
failing to act. 
This needs to 
be checked 
against the 
context of how 
controllers 
work.  

1.05% 

SCSO 
15 

SAC 12 MBX1.3.1 
ATCO 
misjudgeme
nt of 
separation 
(7%) 

The TC aid shall 
display to the 
Tactical Controller 
the occupancy of all 
other levels in the 
sector and any 
potential 
conflictions if they 

15% Normally the 
'what-if' tool 
reduces the 
risk of mis-
judgment of 
separation, but 
sometimes this 
'what-else' tool 

1.05% 
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were to use these 
levels for the 
subject flight, 
therefore reducing 
the risk of the 
tactical misjudging 
separation 

will help the 
controller 
identify a 
suitable 
resolution  

SAC 13 MF7.1.1 
Conflict 
resolution 
leads to 
knock on 
conflict (5%) 

The TC aid will help 
the controller by 
showing encounter 
free options before 
the controller 
decides upon a 
resolution thereby 
reducing the 
chance that they 
pick a resolution 
which leads to a 
knock-on conflict 

50% Rather than 
having to 'try 
out' different 
levels via the 
'what-if' tool 
the 'what-else' 
planner tools 
will at a glance 
show free 
levels for 
coordination 

2.5% 

SAC 11 MB4.1.2.2 
Inadequate 
information 
for conflict 
managemen
t (5%) 

The TC aid will give 
the controller better 
information about 
conflicts 

50% The tool will be 
providing a 
significant 
increase the 
information 
available to the 
controller in 
relation to 
conflict 
management 

2.0% 

SAC 12 MBX1.1.1 
Inadequate 
traffic picture 
(5%) 

The TC aid what- 
else functionality 
will reduce the risk 
of the Tactical 
having an 
inadequate traffic 
picture as they have 
a constant view of 
flight level 
occupancy in the 
sector with regards 
to the subject flight 

30% The 'what-else' 
functionality 
will have a 
fairly high % of 
reducing the 
risk of the 
Tactical having 
an inadequate 
traffic picture 
as at a glance 
they can 
assess which 
levels are 
occupied with 
relevance to a 
particular 
aircraft 

1.5% 

TOTAL 

SAC 11 

 
 

21% 
SAC 12 30% 
SAC 13 5% 
SAC 14 28% 

Table 18 SAC Quantification - CD/R aid to TC 1127 
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2.11 Validation & Verification of the Safety Specification 1128 

3 Safe Design at SPR Level 1129 

3.1 Scope 1130 

This section addresses the following activities: 1131 

- derivation of the Safety Requirements for the Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring 1132 
system previously described – section 3.2 1133 

- analysis of the operation of the Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring system 1134 
described above under normal operational conditions – section 3.3 1135 

- design analysis – case of internal failures of operations and the PSSA of the Conflict 1136 
Detection, Resolution and Monitoring as described above – section 3.4 1137 

3.2 The Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring 1138 

Systems SPR-level Model 1139 

The diagrams below show the SPR level models as developed, in accordance with the SRM [1] 1140 
guidance material, through discussion in the workshops and beyond.  These diagrams were a key 1141 
part of the Task 20 V2-V3 SPR analysis.   They formed the reference against which Safety 1142 
Requirements were specified, and in developing them the completeness of the concept’s description 1143 
was explored.  The diagrams were the result of the Success Case Analysis workshop and post 1144 
workshop discussions.   1145 

Note the SPR-Functional Model is not present in this document since the concept is sufficiently 1146 
mature to use the SPR-level Model directly.  1147 

3.2.1 Description of SPR-level Model 1148 

The following figure shows the several elements composing the Conflict Detection, Resolution and 1149 
Monitoring system, located in a Controller Working Position (CWP) providing ATS services.  For 1150 
completeness reasons, external elements interacting with the Conflict Detection, Resolution and 1151 
Monitoring system elements are also showed in this model in order to derive relevant requirements 1152 
and/or assumptions for the specification of the Conflict Detection, Resolution and Monitoring system. 1153 

 1154 
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 1155 
Figure 9: TRACT SPR level model 1156 

 1157 
Figure 10: PC Aid SPR level model 1158 
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 1159 
Figure 11: TC aid SPR level model 1160 

 1161 

3.2.1.1 Aircraft Elements 1162 

The aircraft elements, presented in section 3.2.1 for all three operational services, are coloured in 1163 
blue. 1164 

3.2.1.2 Ground Elements 1165 

The aircraft elements, presented in section 3.2.1 for all three operational services, are coloured in 1166 
pink. 1167 

3.2.1.3 External Entities 1168 

The aircraft elements, presented in section 3.2.1 for all three operational services, are coloured in 1169 
yellow. 1170 

3.2.2 Task Analysis 1171 

No Human Performance (HP) Assessment has been performed at this stage of the project. 1172 
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information needed for each encounter. 

 

The reaction time of the controller and flight crew shall be 
considered for the calculation of a tactical trajectory following a 
clearance. 

 

The TC Aid shall display the conflicting trajectories on the 
situation display within x number of seconds (after the 
detection of the conflict) to the controller. 

TC Aid > Executive     

 

 
Executive > Flight 
Crew > TC Aid 

 

 
TC Aid > SDPS > 
Executive 

SCSO 12 The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects a Route deviation. 

The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects a Lateral deviation. 

 
The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects a Vertical Rate Deviation. 

The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects a CFL deviation. 

The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects a Speed Deviation. 

The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects that there is no valid flight plan data 
available. 

The TC Aid shall alert the controller to any detected deviations 
via HMI on the radar display. 

The TC Aid shall continuously monitor actual track data and 
controller clearance data. 

The TC Aid shall detect deviations between controller 
clearance data and Mode S downlinked airborne parameters. 

TC Aid > SDPS 

 

TC Aid > SDPS 

 
TC Aid > SDPS 

 
TC Aid > SDPS 

 
TC Aid > SDPS 

 
 
TC Aid > SDPS 

 

TC Aid > SDPS > 
ATCO CWP 

TC Aid > SDPS 

 
FMS > SDPS > TC 
Aid 

SCSO 13 On request for a what-if probe for a heading or direct route the 
TC Aid shall display if that heading or direct route is conflict 
free. 

TC Aid 

SCSO 14 ATCOs shall be able to delete/supress/hide alerts. Executive > TC Aid 

SCSO 15 The TC Aid shall provide what-else probing. 

The TC Aid shall compare the proposed tactical trajectory of a 
subject flight against the actual traffic situation when the 
controller requests a what-if or what-else probe. 

On request for a what-else probe the TC Aid shall display if the 
flight levels are conflict free or not, and if a vertical rate is 
necessary to achieve the level. 

On request for a what-else probe for headings or direct routes 
the TC Aid shall display if that headings or direct routes are 
conflict free. 

TC Aid 

TC Aid 

 
 
Executive > SDPS 

 

Executive > SDPS 
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SCSO 16 The TC Aid shall be available at all controller workstations. 

 

It shall be possible to enable and disable the TC Aid. 

TC Aid > ATCO 
CWP 

TC Aid > ATCO 
CWP 

Table 19: Mapping of Safety Objectives to the SPR-level Model Elements – TC aid 1191 

The following table lists the safety requirements derived from Table 20: Mapping of Safety Objectives 1192 
to the SPR-level Model Elements – TC aid for TC aid.  They are presented per SPR-model elements.  1193 
A reference to the corresponding Safety objective(s) is also provided.  In case same9 or similar10 1194 
requirements are already present in the OSED [4] the corresponding reference has also been 1195 
provided.  1196 

SR# [same or 
similar OSED req] 

Requirement Text [SPR Equivalent] Derived from 

FDPS > SDPS > TC Aid 

SR-111 
 

It shall be possible for flights other than those in the sector 
to be recognised/made relevant in order that they are 
included in TC aid calculations. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR1.1010] 

SCSO 11  

SR-113 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0001.3089] 

Where no CFL is available the tactical trajectory shall use 
the Entry flight level of the first controlled sector. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1030] 

SCSO 11 

SR-114 The TC Aid shall compare tactical trajectories between 
flights within the sector to predict the horizontal and vertical 
separation that will be achieved between them. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1050] 

SCSO 11 

Executive > TC Aid > SDPS 

SR-115 The Tactical trajectory shall be updated by any clearances 
input into the TC Aid. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1040] 

SCSO 11 

TC Aid 

SR-116 The TC Aid shall detect any conflicting tactical trajectories 
within the minimum horizontal separation thresholds. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1060] 

SCSO 11 

SR-1110 On request for a what-if probe for a heading or direct route 
the TC Aid shall display if that heading or direct route is 
conflict free. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1260] 

SCSO 13 

SR-1113 The TC Aid shall provide what-else probing. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR1.1290] 

SCSO 15 

SR-1114 The TC Aid shall compare the proposed tactical trajectory 
of a subject flight against the actual traffic situation when 

SCSO 15 

                                                      
9 “Same” in this case means that both the meaning and the text of the requirement are the same with 
the OSED Requirement. 
10 “Similar” in this case means that the meaning of the requirement is the same but the text is slightly 
different compared to the OSED Requirement. 
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the controller requests a what-if or what-else probe. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1300] 

TC Aid > Executive > Planner 

SR-1115 The TC Aid shall display an alert to the controllers when 
any conflicting tactical trajectories are detected. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1070] 

SCSO 11 

SDPS > TC Aid 

SR-1116 For the identification of Tactical encounters a ground speed 
uncertainty shall be taken into account. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR1.1080] 

SCSO 11 

TC Aid > Executive 

SR-1117 The controller shall be provided with all of the relevant 
information needed for each encounter. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR1.1090] 

SCSO 11 

Executive > Flight Crew > TC Aid 

SR-1119 The TC Aid shall display the conflicting trajectories on the 
situation display within x number of seconds (after the 
detection of the conflict) to the controller. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR1.1110]  

SCSO 11 

TC Aid > SDPS 

SR-1120 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0001.2005] 

The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects a Route deviation. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR1.1120] 

SCSO 12 

SR-1122 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0001.3026] 

The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects a Vertical Rate Deviation. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR1.1140] 

SCSO 12 

SR-1124 The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if Flight Path 
Monitoring detects a Speed Deviation. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR1.1160] 

SCSO 12 

FMS > SDPS > TC Aid 

SR-1130 The TC Aid shall detect deviations between controller 
clearance data and Mode S downlinked airborne 
parameters. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1220] 

SCSO 12 

Executive > SDPS 

SR-1132 On request for a what-else probe the TC Aid shall display if 
the flight levels are conflict free or not, and if a vertical rate 
is necessary to achieve the level. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR1.1320] 

SCSO 15 

SR-1133 
[REQ-04.07.02-

On request for a what-else probe for headings or direct 
routes the TC Aid shall display if that headings or direct 

SCSO 15 
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The PC aid shall display the severity and geometry of each 
encounter that is displayed to the planner. 

Planner > 
Upstream 
Executive 

 
FDPS > SDPS > 
PC Aid > 
Planner 

SCSO 23 When a subject flight is selected, the PC Aid shall display to 
the planner any potential speculative encounters at all sector 
coordination entry and exit levels. 

All potential what-else encounters at every sector entry and 
exit flight level shall be displayed in elevation view to the 
Planner controller. 

FDPS > PC Aid 

 

PC Aid > 
Planner 

SCSO 24 The PC Aid shall alert the Planner controller if the system 
predicts the flight will not achieve coordinated exit flight level. 

SDPS > PC Aid 
> Planner 

SCSO 25 The PC Aid shall automatically coordinate flights into the sector 
without reference to the planner controller when the 
coordination passes the MTCD check. 

Where the coordination fails the MTCD check, the PC Aid shall 
refer the coordination offer to the Planner controller for manual 
assessment. 

The PC Aid shall automatically set the exit flight level for a 
flight without reference to the planner controller when the 
corresponding flight level passes the MTCD check. 

The PC Aid shall alert the planner to coordinate an exit flight 
level in the instances that the system does not do this 
automatically, or cannot find a suitable XFL. 

 

 
 
It shall be possible for the Planner to override any “integrated 
coordination” automatic coordination decision by the system. 

 
It shall be possible for the Planner to withdraw a coordination 
offer that has been made to the Downstream sector if this 
coordination is no longer relevant to that Downstream Sector. 

 

 

 

The PC Aid shall alert the planner to any coordination that 
have been rejected or revised by the downstream sector. 

 

 

Any rejected coordination shall be removed from the PC Aid 
consideration. 

FDPS > PC Aid   

 

FDPS > PC Aid 
> Planner 

 
PC Aid > FDPS  

 
FDPS > PC Aid 
> Planner 

 

 
 
 
Planner > 
FDPS  

 
Planner > 
FDPS > 
Downstream 
Executive > 
Downstream 
Planner   

Downstream 
Planner > 
FDPS > PC Aid 
> Planner    
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FDPS > PC Aid 

SCSO 26 The planner shall be able to apply coordination constraints to 
the coordination trajectory to a flight as either a heading, speed 
or direct route instruction. 

The coordination trajectory and any TP and MTCD outputs 
shall be updated by the committal of coordination constraints. 

PC Aid > SDPS 

 

PC Aid > SDPS 

SCSO 27 The PC Aid shall alert the controller if the flight is deviating 
from the applied coordination constraints. 

 

 
The deviation alerts associated with coordination constraints 
shall be triggered at times/events appropriate to the controller 
role. 

PC Aid > SDPS 
> PC Aid > 
Planner 

 
PC Aid > SDPS 
> PC Aid > 
Planner 

SCSO 28 The PC Aid shall produce a coordination trajectory for every 
flight of interest to the sector as soon as the flight is recognised 
to the sector. 

 
The FDPS shall alert the ATCO that there is a new 
coordination offer for the sector via the PC Aid. 

The FDPS alert about the new coordination offer shall remain 
displayed until the Planner has taken some action to 
interrogate the new coordination offer. 

 
On interrogation of a coordination offer via what-if or what-else 
probe, the coordination trajectories of the subject flight and any 
environmental flights that form an encounter with the subject 
flight shall be displayed within x number of seconds. 

 
On cessation of the interrogation probe of the subject flight the 
coordination trajectories of that flight and any interacting 
environmental flights shall disappear. 

 
 
The Planner shall be able to reject a flight from the upstream 
sector if he decides that the coordination offer is unsuitable 
and/or unsafe for the traffic situation at that time. 

 

 

 

 
The Planner shall be able to revise the flight level of any 
coordination offer.  

FDPS/SDPS > 
PC Aid 

 
FDPS > PC Aid 
> Planner 

PC Aid > 
Planner 

 
 
PC Aid > SDPS 

 

 
PC Aid > SDPS 

 

Planner > 
FDPS > 
Upstream 
Planner > 
Upstream 
Executive 

 
Planner > 
FDPS > 
Upstream 
Planner > 
Upstream 
Executive 

SCSO 29 When the Planner probes a potential Exit flight level via the 
What-if or What-else, the PC Aid shall display to the Planner all 
other flights (context flights) that are between the entry level 
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and proposed exit flight level along the subject flight’s 
trajectory.  

 
Context encounters shall be distinguishable from planning 
encounters. 

PC Aid > SDPS 

 
 
PC Aid 

SCSO 210  

The planner shall be able to accept a flight via the PC aid 
which shall inform all relevant parties i.e. upstream planner and 
upstream executive. 

 

 

 
The time between which the planner points out encounters of 
tactical interest to the tactical workstation display shall be x 
number of seconds. 

 
The Executive and Planner shall be able to independently 
remove the coordination point out from their respective work 
positions. 

Planner > 
FDPS > 
Upstream 
Executive > 
Upstream 
Planner 

 

PC Aid > SDPS 

 
 
Executive > 
Planner > PC 
Aid > SDPS 

SCSO 211 The PC Aid shall be available continuously at all controller 
work positions, regardless of role assigned at that workstation. 

The controller shall have the ability to select or de-select the 
PC aid display. 

PC Aid 

 
PC Aid 

SCSO 212 The PC Aid shall highlight those flights that are Holding within 
the sector against every MTCD probe. 

 
The PC Aid shall highlight any unusual/unexpected flights 
operating within the sector against every MTCD probe. 

PC Aid > 
Planner 

 
PC Aid > 
Planner 

Table 22 Mapping of Safety Objectives to the SPR-level Model Elements – PC aid 1210 

The following table lists the safety requirements derived from Table 23 for PC aid.  They are 1211 
presented per SPR-model elements.  A reference to the corresponding Safety objective(s) is also 1212 
provided.  In case same12 or similar13 requirements are already present in the OSED [4] the 1213 
corresponding reference has also been provided.  1214 

 1215 

SR# [same or 
similar OSED req] 

Requirement Text [SPR Equivalent] Derived from 

PC Aid > FDPS > SDPS > PC Aid 

SR-211 The PC Aid shall continuously monitor any planning 
encounters within the sector. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1010] 

SCSO 22 

                                                      
12 “Same” in this case means that both the meaning and the text of the requirement are the same with 
the OSED Requirement. 
13 “Similar” in this case means that the meaning of the requirement is the same but the text is slightly 
different compared to the OSED Requirement. 
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SR-212 The PC Aid shall continuously display any planning 
encounters that are being monitored within the sector. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1020] 

SCSO 22 

SR-214 If a flight is involved in a planning encounter with more than 
one environmental flights these encounters will be 
displayed as individual pairs. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1050] 

SCSO 21 

PC Aid > FDPS > SDPS > PC Aid > Planner 

SR-215 The PC Aid shall make the controller aware to any planning 
encounters that are being monitored if they increase in 
severity. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1030] 

SCSO 21 

Planner > PC Aid > SDPS 

SR-216 The PC Aid shall indicate any what-if encounters on the 
situation display and PC Aid tool displays when the Planner 
probes an alternative coordinated level, heading or direct 
route (i.e. a 'what-if' probe). [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1060] 

SCSO 22 

SR-217 The what-if encounters display will be removed from the 
situation display and tools on cessation of the 'what-if' 
probe, and the clearance will not be committed to the 
system. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1070] 

SCSO 22 

Planner > PC Aid > FDPS 

SR-218 The planner shall be able to commit the alternative 
coordination to the system by a specific action. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1080] 

SCSO 22 

PC Aid > FDPS > Upstream Planner > Upstream Executive 

SR-219 The revised coordination shall be indicated to the upstream 
planner and upstream Executive. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1090] 

SCSO 22 

FDPS > SDPS > PC Aid > Planner 

SR-2110 The PC aid shall display the severity and geometry of each 
encounter that is displayed to the planner. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR2.1100] 

SCSO 22 

FDPS > PC Aid 

SR-2111 When a subject flight is selected, the PC Aid shall display to 
the planner any potential speculative encounters at all 
sector coordination entry and exit levels. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR2.1110] 

SCSO 23 

SR-2112 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0002.3056] 

The PC Aid shall automatically coordinate flights into the 
sector without reference to the planner controller when the 
coordination passes the MTCD check. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1140] 

SCSO 25 
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SR-2113 Any rejected coordination shall be removed from the PC Aid 
consideration. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1210] 

SCSO 25 

PC Aid > Planner 

SR-2114 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0002.2016] 

All potential what-else encounters at every sector entry and 
exit flight level shall be displayed in elevation view to the 
Planner controller. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1120] 

SCSO 23 

SR-2115 The FDPS alert about the new coordination offer shall 
remain displayed until the Planner has taken some action to 
interrogate the new coordination offer. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1280] 

SCSO 28 

SR-2116 The PC Aid shall highlight those flights that are Holding 
within the sector against every MTCD probe. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR2.1420] 

SCSO 212 

SR-2117 The PC Aid shall highlight any unusual/unexpected flights 
operating within the sector against every MTCD probe. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1430] 

SCSO 212 

SDPS > PC Aid > Planner 

SR-2118 The PC Aid shall alert the Planner controller if the system 
predicts the flight will not achieve coordinated exit flight 
level. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1130] 

SCSO 24 

FDPS > PC Aid > Planner 

SR-2119 Where the coordination fails the MTCD check, the PC Aid 
shall refer the coordination offer to the Planner controller for 
manual assessment. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1150] 

SCSO 25 

SR-2120 The PC Aid shall alert the planner to coordinate an exit 
flight level in the instances that the system does not do this 
automatically, or cannot find a suitable XFL. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR2.1170] 

SCSO 25 

SR-2121 The FDPS shall alert the ATCO that there is a new 
coordination offer for the sector via the PC Aid. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1270] 

SCSO 28 

PC Aid > FDPS 

SR-2122 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0002.4016] 

The PC Aid shall automatically set the exit flight level for a 
flight without reference to the planner controller when the 
corresponding flight level passes the MTCD check. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1160] 

SCSO 25 

Planner > FDPS 

SR-2123 It shall be possible for the Planner to override any 
“integrated coordination” automatic coordination decision by 
the system. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1180] 

SCSO 25 
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Planner > FDPS > Downstream Executive > Downstream Planner 

SR-2124 It shall be possible for the Planner to withdraw a 
coordination offer that has been made to the Downstream 
sector if this coordination is no longer relevant to that 
Downstream Sector. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1190] 

SCSO 25 

Downstream Planner > FDPS > PC Aid > Planner 

SR-2125 The PC Aid shall alert the planner to any coordination that 
have been rejected or revised by the downstream sector. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1200] 

SCSO 25 

PC Aid > SDPS 

SR-2126 The planner shall be able to apply coordination constraints 
to the coordination trajectory to a flight as either a heading, 
speed or direct route instruction. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1220] 

SCSO 26 

SR-2127 The coordination trajectory and any TP and MTCD outputs 
shall be updated by the committal of coordination 
constraints. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1230] 

SCSO 26 

SR-2129 On interrogation of a coordination offer via what-if or what-
else probe, the coordination trajectories of the subject flight 
and any environmental flights that form an encounter with 
the subject flight shall be displayed within x number of 
seconds. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1300] 

SCSO 28 

SR-2130 On cessation of the interrogation probe of the subject flight 
the coordination trajectories of that flight and any interacting 
environmental flights shall disappear. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1310] 

SCSO 28 

SR-2131 When the Planner probes a potential Exit flight level via the 
What-if or What-else, the PC Aid shall display to the 
Planner all other flights (context flights) that are between 
the entry level and proposed exit flight level along the 
subject flight’s trajectory. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1340] 

SCSO 29 

SR-2132 The time between which the planner points out encounters 
of tactical interest to the tactical workstation display shall be 
x number of seconds. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1380] 

SCSO 210 

PC Aid > SDPS > PC Aid > Planner 

SR-2133 The PC Aid shall alert the controller if the flight is deviating 
from the applied coordination constraints. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR2.1240] 

SCSO 27 

SR-2134 The deviation alerts associated with coordination 
constraints shall be triggered at times/events appropriate to 
the controller role. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1250] 

SCSO 27 
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FDPS/SDPS > PC Aid 

SR-2135 The PC Aid shall produce a coordination trajectory for every 
flight of interest to the sector as soon as the flight is 
recognised to the sector. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1260] 

SCSO 28 

Planner > FDPS > Upstream Planner > Upstream Executive 

SR-2136 The Planner shall be able to reject a flight from the 
upstream sector if he decides that the coordination offer is 
unsuitable and/or unsafe for the traffic situation at that time. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1320] 

SCSO 28 

SR-2137 The Planner shall be able to revise the flight level of any 
coordination offer. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1330] 

SCSO 28 

Planner > FDPS > Upstream Executive > Upstream Planner 

SR-2138 The planner shall be able to accept a flight via the PC aid 
which shall inform all relevant parties i.e. upstream planner 
and upstream executive. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1360] 

SCSO 210 

Executive > Planner > PC Aid > SDPS 

SR-2140 The Executive and Planner shall be able to independently 
remove the coordination point out from their respective 
work positions. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1390] 

SCSO 210 

PC Aid 

SR-2141 The PC Aid shall be available continuously at all controller 
work positions, regardless of role assigned at that 
workstation. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1400] 

SCSO 211 

SR-2142 The controller shall have the ability to select or de-select 
the PC aid display. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1410] 

SCSO 211 

SR-2143 Context encounters shall be distinguishable from planning 
encounters. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1350] 

SCSO 29 

Planner > PC Aid 

SR-2144 The planner shall be able to distinguish which of the 
displayed encounters are pertinent through selective 
filtering functionality. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1440] 

SCSO 21 

SR-2145 ATCOs shall be able to delete/supress/hide alerts. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1450] 

SCSO 21 

Table 23 Derivation of Safety Requirements (success case) from Safety Objectives – PC aid 1216 

In order to provide a basis upon which safety was to be assessed, the ATM Operational Concept & 1217 
Environmental factors were discussed by the group.  These are described below and captured as 1218 
assumptions.  Assumptions which are considered fundamental to the service will require subsequent 1219 
validation in the project lifecycle.  The selection of those assumptions which require validation will be 1220 
down to the technical and operational experts. 1221 
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maintains or improves the controller’s situational 
awareness. 

TRACT shall send a CTO to the aircraft via datalink. 

XECUTIVE 

 
TRACT/CPDLC 

SCSO 32 TRACT shall assess the whole of the traffic set (both 
eligible and non-eligible aircraft) to detect encounters 
between pairs of aircraft. 

TRACT shall solve encounters periodically without 
creating any new unsolved ones. 

 
TRACT 

 

TRACT 

SCSO 33 TRACT shall warn the controllers when a CTO is not 
implemented as expected or when any aircraft involved 
in a TRACT solution deviates from its trajectory. 

TRACT/ATCO CWP 

SCSO 34 TRACT shall not attempt to solve a confliction where 
convergences or divergences between a pair of aircraft 
are of a small angle. 

TRACT shall apply CTOs on trajectory points that are 
aligned on the aircraft’s FMS trajectory. 

TRACT shall only issue CTOs that are achievable by 
small speed adjustments. 

TRACT 

 

FMS 

 

TRACT/ADS-C 

SCSO 35 The controller shall be informed via HMI to the fact that 
an aircraft is under a TRACT resolution. 

The status of the TRACT resolution shall be displayed 
to the controller. 

The TRACT resolution indicator shall not be able to be 
directly removed by the controllers unless they are 
discarding the TRACT solution. 

It shall be clear to the controller which aircraft pairs are 
involved in conflict resolution. 

If there is no answer from the flight crew, TRACT shall 
consider the answer to be 'STAND BY'. 

TRACT/ATCO CWP 

 

TRACT/ATCO CWP 

 
PLANNER/EXECUT
IVE/ATCO CWP 

PLANNER/EXECUT
IVE/ATCO CWP 

FLIGHT 
CREW/CPDLC 

SCSO 36 The flight crew shall assess the eligibility of the CTO 
before committing to the CTO. 

 
The ATCO shall have access to the position and time of 
any CTO. 

 

 

The flight crew shall have the ability to accept or reject 
the CTO. 

 

The flight crew shall have the ability to reply 'STAND 
BY' if they need more time to consider the acceptability 
of the CTO. 

If the flight crew respond with an 'UNABLE' reply to the 
CTO, TRACT shall uplink a cancellation message to all 

FLIGHT 
CREW/CPDLC/FMS 

ADS-
C/TRACT/PLANNE
R/EXECUTIVE 

 

 
FLIGHT 
CREW/CPDLC/FMS 

 

FLIGHT 
CREW/CPDLC/FMS 

 
FLIGHT 
CREW/FMS/ADS-C 
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other aircraft with a CTO in the cluster. 

If the flight crew respond with an 'UNABLE' reply to the 
CTO, TRACT shall not attempt to send another CTO to 
the aircraft for at least X (e.g. 15) minutes depending on 
the ANSP’s off-line configuration. 

FLIGHT 
CREW/FMS/ADS-C 

SCSO 37 TRACT shall consider any flight that is already subject 
to an AMAN Time constraint as ineligible for a CTO. 

TRACT shall cross check with the FMS to see if the 
flight is already subject to an AMAN time constraint. 

TRACT shall only consider those flights to be eligible 
that are i4D equipped. 

TRACT/AMAN 

 

TRACT/AMAN/FMS 

 
TRACT/FMS 

SCSO 38 TRACT shall discard/delete a resolution whenever the 
ATCO issues a clearance to change the behaviour of an 
aircraft under a TRACT resolution. 

TRACT shall alert the flight crew when the TRACT 
resolution has been discarded. 

Any HMI indication related to a TRACT solution shall be 
removed whenever TRACT discards that solution. 

TRACT shall alert the ATCO when the TRACT 
resolution has been discarded. 

TRACT/EXECUTIVE 

 
 
TRACT/FLIGHT 
CREW 

TRACT/ATCO CWP 

 
TRACT/EXECUTIVE
/PLANNER 

Table 25 Mapping of Safety Objectives to the SPR-level Model Elements – TRACT 1230 
 1231 
The following table lists the safety requirements derived from Table 26 for TRACT.  They are 1232 
presented per SPR-model elements.  A reference to the corresponding Safety objective(s) is also 1233 
provided.  In case same14 or similar15 requirements are already present in the OSED [4] the 1234 
corresponding reference has also been provided. 1235 
 1236 

SR# [same or 
similar OSED req] 

Requirement Text [SPR Equivalent] Derived from 

FDPS 

SR-311 TRACT shall assess the eligibility of all flights of the whole 
traffic set. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1010] 

SCSO 31 

SR-312 TRACT shall consider the traffic set made of all flight plan 
data from the FDPS Area of Interest. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.1020] 

SCSO 31 

TRACT/ADS-C 

SR-313 TRACT shall compute a global resolution by the 
application of a CTO to those flights that are eligible. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1030] 

SCSO 31 

                                                      
14 “Same” in this case means that both the meaning and the text of the requirement are the same with 
the OSED Requirement. 
15 “Similar” in this case means that the meaning of the requirement is the same but the text is slightly 
different compared to the OSED Requirement. 
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SR-314 TRACT shall only issue CTOs that are achievable by 
small speed adjustments. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1120] 

SCSO 34 

TRACT/PLANNER/EXECUTIVE 

SR-315 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0003.3062] 

The TRACT service shall compute a solution that 
maintains or improves the controller’s situational 
awareness. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1040] 

SCSO 31 

TRACT/CPDLC 

SR-316 TRACT shall send a CTO to the aircraft via datalink. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1050] 

SCSO 31 

TRACT 

SR-317 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0003.2018] 

TRACT shall assess the whole of the traffic set (both 
eligible and non-eligible aircraft) to detect encounters 
between pairs of aircraft. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1060] 

SCSO 32 

SR-318 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0003.2031] 

TRACT shall solve encounters periodically without 
creating any new unsolved ones. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.1070] 

SCSO 32 

SR-3110 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0003.3080] 

TRACT shall not attempt to solve a confliction where 
convergences or divergences between a pair of aircraft 
are of a small angle. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1100] 

SCSO 34 

TRACT/ATCO CWP 

SR-3111 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0003.5005] 

TRACT shall warn the controllers when a CTO is not 
implemented as expected or when any aircraft involved in 
a TRACT solution deviates from its trajectory. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1080] 

SCSO 33 

SR-3112 The controller shall be informed via HMI to the fact that an 
aircraft is under a TRACT resolution. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.1130] 

SCSO 35 

SR-3113 The status of the TRACT resolution shall be displayed to 
the controller. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1140] 

SCSO 35 

SR-3114 Any HMI indication related to a TRACT solution shall be 
removed whenever TRACT discards that solution. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1310] 

SCSO 38 

FMS 

SR-3115 TRACT shall apply CTOs on trajectory points that are 
aligned on the aircraft’s FMS trajectory. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.1110] 

SCSO 34 

PLANNER/EXECUTIVE/ATCO CWP 

SR-3116 The TRACT resolution indicator shall not be able to be 
directly removed by the controllers unless they are 

SCSO 35 
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discarding the TRACT solution. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.1150] 

SR-3117 It shall be clear to the controller which aircraft pairs are 
involved in conflict resolution. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.1160] 

SCSO 35 

FLIGHT CREW/CPDLC 

SR-3118 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0003.4026] 

If there is no answer from the flight crew, TRACT shall 
consider the answer to be 'STAND BY'. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.1170] 

SCSO 35 

FLIGHT CREW/CPDLC/FMS 

SR-3119 The flight crew shall assess the eligibility of the CTO 
before committing to the CTO. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.1180] 

SCSO 36 

SR-3120 The flight crew shall have the ability to accept or reject the 
CTO. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1200] 

SCSO 36 

SR-3122 The flight crew shall have the ability to reply 'STAND BY' if 
they need more time to consider the acceptability of the 
CTO. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1220] 

SCSO 36 

ADS-C/TRACT/PLANNER/EXECUTIVE 

SR-3123 The ATCO shall have access to the position and time of 
any CTO. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1190] 

SCSO 36 

FLIGHT CREW/FMS/ADS-C 

SR-3124 If the flight crew respond with an 'UNABLE' reply to the 
CTO, TRACT shall uplink a cancellation message to all 
other aircraft with a CTO in the cluster. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.1230] 

SCSO 36 

SR-3125 
[REQ-04.07.02-
OSED-0003.4028] 

If the flight crew respond with an 'UNABLE' reply to the 
CTO, TRACT shall not attempt to send another CTO to 
the aircraft for at least X (e.g. 15) minutes depending on 
the ANSP’s off-line configuration. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.1240] 

SCSO 36 

TRACT/AMAN 

SR-3126 TRACT shall consider any flight that is already subject to 
an AMAN Time constraint as ineligible for a CTO. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1250] 

SCSO 37 

TRACT/AMAN/FMS 

SR-3127 TRACT shall cross check with the FMS to see if the flight 
is already subject to an AMAN time constraint. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1260] 

SCSO 37 

TRACT/FMS 
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A 008 There is no limit to the number of aircraft that could be under TRACT control within a 
sector. 

A 009 Failure to receive a CTO authorise / reject response from the pilot within 3 minutes 
will result in the request assumed to be STAND BY. 

A 010 All requests will be accepted / rejected via datalink. 

A 011 Controllers will be able to determine which aircraft pairs are subject to TRACT. 

A 012 Pilots of aircraft not subject to a CTO (but nonetheless part of a TRACT conflict 
resolution) will maintain the aircraft’s existing speed schedule and route. 

A 013 MTCD shall take into account the resolutions provided by TRACT to ensure that 
TRACT and MTCD use consistent information. 

A 014 The speed adjustments made by the FMS are made gradually and there are no step 
changes in aircraft speed necessary to achieve the CTO.16 

A 015 Controllers can obtain information on the nature of the speed change and location of 
the CTO.  

A 016 TRACT adjustments are limited to amendments in aircraft speed made through the 
issuing of CTOs to the target aircraft. 

A 017 TRACT resolutions are to be considered as advisory. 

A 018 Once a TRACT resolution has been initiated for a pair of aircraft it will be 
implemented unless overridden by the ATCO. 

A 019 The FMS adjustments are implemented in such a way that they do not impede the 
predictability of aircraft trajectories which will aid controller situation awareness.  

A 020 TRACT remains permanently “on”. 

A 021 ATCOs will not be negatively influenced by aircraft indicated to be under TRACT 
resolution (this is an operational assumption) 

Table 27 Assumptions made in deriving the above Safety Requirements - TRACT 1248 

Note: It was noted that to address the hazard of the aircraft not under a CTO (but part of a TRACT 1249 
resolution) deviating from their assumed speed it might be necessary to derive a safety requirement 1250 
that increases the separation buffer to the extent that this hazard is mitigated.  However this level of 1251 
detail is beyond the scope of the task at this stage of the project’s lifecycle, and it is therefore 1252 
recorded here for future work to reference.  1253 

3.2.3.4 Conflict Detection in Fixed Route 1254 

Note this section refers to the results gathered from VP-798 which took place under P04.03.  Note 1255 
also there was no VALR for VP-798 at the time this SAR was produced.  All the requirements were 1256 
extracted from the key results presented in a Webex (attendees are presented below) on the 2nd June 1257 
2016 – a rationale for the specific requirement was also provided in order to make the provenience of 1258 
the requirements clearer.   1259 

Webex attendees: 1260 

                                                      
16 Superseded by A 018. 
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• Adrien Jarry – DSNA; 1261 

• David Bole Richard – DSNA; 1262 

• Pascal Deketelaere – DSNA; 1263 

• Fabrice Cauchard – DSNA; 1264 

• Paul Repper – NATS; 1265 

• Mihai Ogica – Think Research on behalf of NATS. 1266 

SR# [same 
or similar 
OSED req] 

Requirement Text [SPR Equivalent] Derived 
from 

Rationale 

SR-411 The conflict detection function shall compute at 
its defined look ahead time, whatever the CWP 
display setting or configuration. 

SCSO 21 

SCSO 23 

The aim is to ensure a 
permanent 
computation / 
automatic detection 
whatever the HMI 
configuration of the 
CWP (especially 
regarding the display 
settings). Thus, the 
system is still able to 
trigger an (critical) 
alert.  

For example, if the 
ATCO reduces the 
time horizon of the 
MTCD to 10min (from 
the HMI, i.e. reducing 
the timeline of the 
agenda), the MTCD 
capability of detection 
will not be impacted as 
it will still be able to 
detect conflicts at a 15 
min (for example) time 
horizon and it will still 
be able to integrate 
the conflict information 
in a different part of 
the CWP HMI such as 
in label or flight leg. 

SR-412 The conflict detection’s Trajectory Prediction 
function shall take into account accurate flight 
data (such as aircraft speed). 

SCSO 28 False and missed 
detections due to TP 
inaccuracy (e.g. 
inaccurate SPD data) 
need to be avoided, 
especially when the 
time horizon is close to 
the current time. 

SR-413 The conflict detection’s upper bounds of the 
look ahead time shall be at least 15 minutes. 

SCSO 21 

SCSO 23 

In the reference 
scenario (i.e. without 
MTCD) the PC is 
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working at a look 
ahead time at or 
above 15 minutes. 
Thus, the MTCD shall 
do the same; 
otherwise its added-
value will be very 
limited. A look ahead 
time lower than 10 
minutes is starting to 
be too close to the 
“tactical” horizon of the 
conflict detection (i.e. 
the TCT based on 
aircraft attitude is 
starting to be more 
relevant than the 
MTCD based on 
planned trajectory). 

SR-414 The conflict detection’s lower bounds of the 
look ahead time shall be consistent with the 
upper bounds of the TCT look ahead time. 

SCSO 21 

SCSO 23 

Clutter due to 
displaying the same 
conflicts by two 
separate tools needs 
to be avoided.  
Otherwise this can 
create loss of 
situational awareness.  

Also, the MTCD’s 
operational 
performance of 
detecting conflicts 
might start to be less 
relevant or accurate 
compared to the one 
proposed by a Tactical 
Controller Tool (i.e. the 
TCT based on aircraft 
attitude is starting to 
be more relevant 
instead of the MTCD 
based on planned 
trajectory). 

SR-415 The conflict notification filters shall reflect 
individual sector adaptations. 

SCSO 21 

SCSO 22 

SCSO 23 

Conflicts under / over 
filtering will be avoided 
in order to prevent 
missing conflicts or a 
loss of situational 
awareness. 

SR-416 The conflict detection function shall inform the 
controller about each potential loss of 
separation within the AOR & AOI, involving at 
least one distributed flight. 

SCSO 21 

SCSO 22 

SCSO 23 

Specific conflict cases 
where the conflict’s 
location is too close to 
a sector boundary and 
where a coordination 
may be required to 
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 1287 

 1288 

 1289 

 1290 

 1291 

 1292 

 1293 

 1294 

 1295 

 1296 

 1297 

 1298 

 1299 

 1300 

 1301 

 1302 

 1303 

3.3 Analysis of the SPR-level Model – Normal Operational 1304 

Conditions 1305 

This section aims to ensure that the SPR-level design is complete, correct and internally coherent 1306 
with respect to the safety requirements derived for the normal operating conditions that were used to 1307 
develop the corresponding safety objectives in section 2.6.1. 1308 

The analysis necessarily depends on proving the Safety Requirements from three perspectives: 1309 

- a static view of the system behaviour using a Thread Analysis technique presented in A.1; 1310 

- check that the system design operates in a way that does not have a negative effect on the 1311 
operation of related ground-based and airborne safety nets; 1312 

- a dynamic view of the system behaviour using validation exercises. 1313 

3.3.1 Scenarios for Normal Operations 1314 

Table 30, Table 31 and Table 32 are presenting the scenarios (developed in accordance with the 1315 
SRM [1]) used to assess the completeness of the safety requirements for normal operations.  1316 

Note since it has been considered that the OSED use cases did not cover all the aspects from a 1317 
safety perspective, it has been decided that these scenarios will be used instead of the OSED use 1318 
cases.  1319 

The scenarios for normal operations obtained for TRACT are the following ones: 1320 

Sector C 

Sector A Sector B 

Estimated Separation lower than 
8NM (horizon MTCD threshold) 

Estimated loss of separation 
below 5NM 
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REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1060; SR-116 
 
The TC Aid shall detect any conflicting tactical 
trajectories within the minimum horizontal 
separation thresholds. 

Yes The Conflict Detection & 
Resolution (CD&R) service 
supported the Tactical Controller 
in assuring separation between 
(pairs of) aircraft.  This included 
detecting any conflicting tactical 
trajectories within the minimum 
horizontal separation thresholds. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1070; SR-1115 
 
The TC Aid shall display an alert to the 
controllers when any conflicting tactical 
trajectories are detected. 

Yes The controllers were able to 
detect any conflicting tactical 
trajectories using the alerts 
provided by the TC Aid. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1080; SR-1116 
 
For the identification of Tactical encounters a 
ground speed uncertainty shall be taken into 
account. 

Partially The ground speed uncertainty 
was taken into account for the 
conflict detection only.   

 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1090; SR-1117 
 
The controller shall be provided with all of the 
relevant information needed for each 
encounter. 

Yes The controller was provided with 
all the relevant information (e.g. 
a/c pair involved in the conflict, 
the sector in which the conflict 
took place, the beginning/end of 
infringement, closest point of 
approach, etc.). 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1100; SR-1118 
 
The reaction time of the controller and flight 
crew shall be considered for the calculation of 
a tactical trajectory following a clearance. 

Yes Latency times, which proved to 
be adequate, to account for the 
reaction of the controller and the 
flight crew were fixed during the 
exercise. 

It has been found that the latency 
times vary with each simulated 
airspace. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1110; SR-1119 
 
The TC Aid shall display the conflicting 
trajectories on the situation display within x 
number of seconds (after the detection of the 
conflict) to the controller. 

Partially The system was always looking 
for conflicts. The arising 
conflicting trajectories were 
displayed in a timely manner to 
the controller such that the 
controller’s reaction time was not 
delayed by the display latency.  
However how fast the conflicting 
trajectories were displayed was 
not measured during the 
validation exercises.   

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1120; SR-1120 
 
The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if 
Flight Path Monitoring detects a Route 
deviation. 

Yes Deviation Trajectories were 
displayed for: 

-Route deviations (Rate - vertical, 
lateral); 

-Cleared flight level deviations; 

-No Valid Flight Plan Data 
Available. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1130; SR-1121 
 

Yes Deviation Trajectories were 
displayed for: 
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The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if 
Flight Path Monitoring detects a Lateral 
deviation. 

-Route deviations (Rate - vertical, 
lateral); 

-Cleared flight level deviations; 

-No Valid Flight Plan Data 
Available. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1140; SR-1122 
 
The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if 
Flight Path Monitoring detects a Vertical Rate 
Deviation. 

Yes Deviation Trajectories were 
displayed for: 

-Route deviations (Rate - vertical, 
lateral); 

-Cleared flight level deviations; 

-No Valid Flight Plan Data 
Available. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1150; SR-1123 
 
The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if 
Flight Path Monitoring detects a CFL 
deviation. 

Yes Deviation Trajectories were 
displayed for: 

-Route deviations (Rate - vertical, 
lateral); 

-Cleared flight level deviations; 

-No Valid Flight Plan Data 
Available. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1160; SR-1124 
 
The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if 
Flight Path Monitoring detects a Speed 
Deviation. 

No This was not applicable for the 
En Route airspace.  However 
mode S data was used to 
recognise wrongly indicated 
speeds. 

The deviation trajectory due to a 
speed deviation will be taken into 
account when the system will be 
tested for APP.  

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1170; SR-1125 
 
The TC Aid shall create a deviation trajectory if 
Flight Path Monitoring detects that there is no 
valid flight plan data available. 

Yes Deviation Trajectories were 
displayed for: 

-Route deviations (Rate - vertical, 
lateral); 

-Cleared flight level deviations; 

-No Valid Flight Plan Data 
Available. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1190; SR-1128 
 
The TC Aid shall alert the controller to any 
detected deviations via HMI on the radar 
display. 

Yes As soon as a deviation was 
detected a warning was 
displayed to the controllers and 
the tactical trajectory was 
replaced by the deviation 
trajectory for further conflict 
detection and resolution. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1200; SR-1127 
 
The TC Aid shall continuously monitor actual 
track data and controller clearance data. 

Yes Monitoring Aids (MONA) were 
implemented which continuously 
monitor the adherence of all 
aircraft to their cleared 
trajectories. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1220; SR-1130 
 

Yes The TC Aid detected deviations 
between controller clearance 
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The TC Aid shall detect deviations between 
controller clearance data and Mode S 
downlinked airborne parameters. 

data and Mode S downlinked 
airborne parameters. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1260; SR-1110 
 
On request for a what-if probe for a heading or 
direct route the TC Aid shall display if that 
heading or direct route is conflict free. 

Yes This was done through the What-
if and What-else functions. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1290; SR-1113 
 
The TC Aid shall provide what-else probing. 

Yes Both What-if and What-else 
functions were used by the 
controller. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1300; SR-1114 
 
The TC Aid shall compare the proposed 
tactical trajectory of a subject flight against the 
actual traffic situation when the controller 
requests a what-if or what-else probe. 

Yes The Conflict Detection & 
Resolution (CD&R) service 
supported the Tactical Controller 
in assuring separation between 
(pairs of) aircraft.  This included 
the comparison of the proposed 
tactical trajectory of a subject 
flight against the actual traffic 
situation at the time of the what-if 
or what-else probe.  

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1320; SR-1132 
 
On request for a what-else probe the TC Aid 
shall display if the flight levels are conflict free 
or not, and if a vertical rate is necessary to 
achieve the level. 

Yes Tested, with a safety buffer taken 
into account for solving conflicts: 

“If a flight level can only be 
reached with a given vertical rate 
an adequate rate buffer needs to 
be taken into account (e.g. if 
2000 feet/minute or more are 
possible, restrict the solution 
space to 2500 feet/minute or 
more)” [12] (hence a safety buffer 
of 500 feet) 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1330; SR-1133 
 
On request for a what-else probe for headings 
or direct routes the TC Aid shall display if that 
headings or direct routes are conflict free. 

Yes The Resolution Advisory was 
implemented as “What-else” 
probing which does not require a 
controller input: 

- CFL-what-else probing; 

- DIRECT-what-else probing; 

- Heading what-else probing.  

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1340; SR-1134 
 
The TC Aid shall be available at all controller 
workstations. 

Yes It has been confirmed by DFS 
concept experts that the TC Aid 
was available at all controllers’ 
workstations during the 
simulations. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1350; SR-1135 
 
It shall be possible to enable and disable the 
TC Aid. 

Yes It was possible to enable/disable 
the TC aid (e.g. the TC aid was 
switched off for the reference 
scenario). 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.1360; SR-1136 
 
ATCOs shall be able to 
delete/supress/hide alerts. 

Yes New requirement.  However the 
functionality was already existent 
and tested during the validation 
exercises.  
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monitored any planning 
encounters within the 
AOR [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1010] 

planning encounters, the PC Aid did miss 
some conflicts.  However, the missed 
conflicts were shown in iFACTS.   
 
The PC Aid also monitored tactical 
encounters but planner controllers did not 
find this relevant to their role.  They rather 
thought this is an unnecessary increase in 
workload.   
 
Comments included: 

• “Often too much.  Lots of repeated 
interactions”. 

The PC Aid continuously 
displayed any planning 
encounters that were 
being monitored within 
the AOR [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR2.1020] 

Partially 

In addition to the comments for [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1010], ATCOs 
mentioned the risks could be displayed in a 
better way.  This was because at a quick 
glance it was difficult to identify the reason 
for the conflict - causing low situational 
awareness.  One of the planners mentioned:  
“Again often too many [interactions 
displayed]”.  This is related to the evidence 
found for [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1450] 
in section 3.3.4.2.1.2. 

I [planner controller] was 
able to distinguish which 
of the displayed 
encounters were 
pertinent through the 
selective filtering 
functionality [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1440] 

Partially 

The planner controllers had the possibility 
to sort the risk table and to filter the risks 
shown (by removing types of risks) but 
“with difficulty and found I perform this 
function slower than in today's kit”.  They 
also felt this as “heavy on workload”. 
 
Overall the impression was that the ATCOs 
found it difficult to know which risks were 
relevant and which were irrelevant and they 
expressed a need for automated filtering 
support.  ATCOs believed this would reduce 
workload considerably. 
 
According to section 4.1.1.1.2 in the VALR 
[16]: “ATCOs commented that they found 
the risks hard to interpret and monitor when 
they were presented in a tabular form and 
preferred the graphical view iFACTS 
provided with the SM and LAD.” 

The PC Aid made me 
[planner controller] 
aware to any planning 
encounters that were 
being monitored if they 
increased in severity 

Yes 

If a risk worsens by 2NM it reappears even if 
it had been previously acknowledged.  
However, ATCOs thought that this function 
needed to be refined as the risks 
reappeared far too many times.   
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[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1030] 

 
Comments included: 

• “This massively increased workload.  
These cannot be repeated multiple 
times” 

• “It did repeat interactions which 
worsened but also repeated 
interactions which did not get any 
worse” 

All potential what-else 
encounters at every 
sector entry and exit 
flight level were 
displayed to me [planner 
controller] in elevation 
view [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1120] 

No There was no what-else functionality tested 
in the VP-501 simulation. 

The PC Aid alerted me 
[planner controller] 
whenever the system 
thought that a flight 
would not achieve its 
coordinated exit flight 
level [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1130] 

No 

It was hard for PCs to assess the XFL alerts 
as due to technical issues, multiple non-
conformance alerts were presented to 
ATCOs.  Specific non-conformance events 
relating to the PC were therefore hard to 
distinguish and the PCs tended to ignore 
them.  This made it hard for the ATCOs to 
distinguish which alerts were “real” and 
which were just false alarms.  

Whenever a coordination 
passed the MTCD check 
the PC Aid automatically 
coordinated that flight 
into the sector without 
referencing it to me 
[planner controller] 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1140] 

Yes 

Any issues/risks would have been displayed 
by the PC Aid.   
 
One of the ATCO commented: “Although 
this is not always safe as displayed in 
testing.” 

Whenever a coordination 
failed the MTCD check 
the PC Aid referred the 
coordination offer to me 
[planner controller] for 
manual assessment 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1150] 

Yes 
The PC Aid accepts everything into the 
sector.  Problems would be highlighted in 
the Conflict Risk Display. 
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Whenever a potential exit 
flight level passed the 
MTCD check the PC Aid 
automatically set that 
specific exit flight level 
without referencing it to 
me [planner controller] 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1160] 

Yes  

The PC Aid alerted me 
[planner controller] to 
coordinate an exit flight 
level if the system did 
not do this automatically 
or could not find a 
suitable XFL [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1170] 

Partially 

Even though pop-up boxes of coordination 
in and out were present in order for the 
coordination to go through, one of the 
controllers disagreed with this requirement.  
This might be connected with the 
terminology in the requirement, “alerting” 
might not be the right word.  Further 
investigation needed. 

I [planner controller] was 
able to withdraw a 
coordination offer made 
to the downstream sector 
if that coordination was 
no longer relevant to the 
downstream sector 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1190] 

No The system did not let the ATCOs withdraw 
a coordination offer. 

The PC Aid alerted me 
[planner controller] to 
any coordination that 
had been rejected or 
revised by the 
downstream sector 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1200] 

Yes 

Even though the controllers only 
experienced revised coordinations during 
the simulation, the system has both 
functionalities.   
 
Note according to section 4.1.2.4.1.5 in the 
VALR [16]: “Note that due to the fact that 
some standing agreements were not 
correctly input into iTEC, the PC had to 
manually amend the XFLs more than he 
would in current operations.  This lead to an 
increase in workload.” 

Any rejected 
coordination was 
removed from the PC Aid 
consideration [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1210] 

Partially 

The functionality exists however, one of the 
controllers did not provide any answer for 
this requirement.  This may have been 
because he might have not experienced any 
rejected coordinations.  Further 
investigation required.  

Whenever I [planner 
controller] used any 
coordination constraints 
the coordination 
trajectory and any TP 
and MTCD outputs were 

No 

There were no coordination constraints in 
the simulation.  One of the controllers 
specified: “Didn't get any”. 
 
However, one of the VALR’s [16] 
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updated [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR2.1230] 

recommendations, in section 5.2.1, to 
further develop the system suggests the 
inclusion of Coordination Constraints in 
future validation exercises. 

The PC Aid alerted me 
[PC/TC] whenever a flight 
was deviating from the 
applied coordination 
constraint(s) [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1240] 

No See comment for [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1230].   

Deviation alerts 
associated with 
coordination constraints 
were triggered at 
times/events appropriate 
to the controller role 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1250] 

No See comment for [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1230].   

The FDPS alerted me 
[planner controller] via 
the PC Aid whenever 
there was a new 
coordination offer [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1270] 

Yes  

The FDPS (via the PC 
Aid) alert about the new 
coordination offer 
remained displayed until 
I [planner controller] took 
action to interrogate the 
new coordination offer 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1280] 

Yes This was possible through the coordination 
windows. 

On cessation of the 
interrogation probe of 
the subject flight the 
coordination trajectories 
of that flight and any 
interacting 
environmental flights 
disappeared [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1310] 

Partially 

If the ATCO stopped the what if probe, the 
trajectories of the flights that would have 
interacted with that what-if probe would 
disappear if they were not relevant 
anymore.  According to section 4.1.1.1.3 in 
the VALR [16]: “The What-If probes allowed 
ATCOs to assess the consequences of 
executing a clearance without affecting the 
corresponding data for the actual flight.  
They were invoked in the same way an ATCO 
would enter a clearance but instead of 
“executing” the command, ATCOs selected 
the “probe” option instead.” 
 
One controller disagreed and one did not 
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provide any answer, even though the 
functionality was present.  This may be 
because controllers had to manually clear 
the probe which was cumbersome.  
Improvements in HMI to make this 
functionality more user friendly are needed. 

I [planner controller] was 
able to reject a flight 
from the upstream sector 
if I [planner controller] 
thought the coordination 
offer was unsuitable 
and/or unsafe for the 
traffic situation at the 
time [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1320] 

Partially 

The functionality was existent but it may 
not have been used athere was no need to 
reject an offer during the measured runs.  
One of the controllers commented: “Not 
tested”. 

Whenever I [planner 
controller] probed a 
potential exit flight level 
via the what-if or what-
else probes, the PC Aid 
displayed all other flights 
(context flights) that were 
between the entry level 
and proposed exit flight 
level along the subject 
flight’s trajectory [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1340] 

Partially 

This was only valid for the what-if probe 
and, according to one controller: “Only 
within the VOI (Volume of Interest).  Needs 
to show outside in some sectors”. 
 
 

I [planner controller] was 
able to distinguish 
context encounters from 
planning encounters 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1350] 

Partially/No? 

There is a specific risk (Coordination Context 
Risks) that is meant to show context 
encounters, however the ATCOs provided 
mixed responses for this requirement.  This 
may be due to the controllers being 
unfamiliar with the terminology “context 
encounters”.   
 
Also, coordination context risks were 
manually invoked.  The process of manually 
requesting them was cumbersome and 
therefore ATCOs rarely used this feature 
  
Moreover, according to section 4.1.1.1.2 in 
the VALR [16]: “Coordination Context Risks 
(CCRs) and Interest Coordination Risks (ICR) 
were manually invoked, however, ATCOs 
said they did not provide useful information 
as a PC.  This information was also not easy 
to access to due the fact they had to 
manually request these by hooking the 
flight, clicking on the callsign and then 
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that filtering is vital to reduce the 
number of risks presented which 
would also reduce workload 
considerably.” 
 
Note in the text above the word 
“risk/s” = “alert/s”.   

Flights involved in a planning 
encounter with more than one 
environmental flights were 
displayed as individual pairs 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1050] 

Delivered  

Whenever the planner probed an 
alternative coordinated level, 
heading or direct route (i.e. a 
‘what-if’ probe) the PC Aid 
indicated the what-if encounters 
on the situation display and on 
the PC Aid tool displays [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1060] 

Partially delivered  What-if not available for Heading, 
Speed and CFL. 

When any what-if probe was 
ceased, the what-if encounters 
display was removed from the 
situation display and tools and 
the clearance was not 
committed to the system [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1070] 

Delivered As stated in the evidence for 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1310] 
in section 3.3.4.2.1, according to 
section 4.1.1.1.3 in the VALR [16]: 
“The What-If probes allowed 
ATCOs to assess the consequences 
of executing a clearance without 
affecting the corresponding data 
for the actual flight.  They were 
invoked in the same way an ATCO 
would enter a clearance but 
instead of “executing” the 
command, ATCOs selected the 
“probe” option instead.” 

The planner controller was able 
to commit an alternative 
coordination to the system 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1080] 

Not delivered Executive controller will be 
responsible to execute clearances. 
DCT executed by planner 
controllers are not considered as 
cleared. 

The revised coordination was 
indicated to the upstream 
planner / executive [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1090] 

Not delivered  Only when the revised 
coordination has to be manually 
accepted by the controller but not 
for standard coordination 
automatically accepted. 
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The PC Aid displayed the 
severity and geometry of each 
encounter displayed to the 
planner [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1100] 

Not delivered Severity is only displayed within 
the conflict risk display in terms of 
distance and time to the closest 
point of approach. 

When the planner selected a 
subject flight, the PC Aid 
displayed any potential 
speculative encounters at all 
sector coordination entry and 
exit levels [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1110] 

Not delivered No what-else. 

The planner was able to override 
any automatic coordination 
decision done by the system 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1180] 

Delivered  

The planner was able to apply 
coordination constraints to the 
coordination trajectory to a flight 
(as either a heading, speed or 
direct route) [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1220] 

Not delivered See evidence for [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-CDR2.1230] in section 
3.3.4.1.1. 

As soon as a flight of interest to 
the sector was recognised to the 
sector, the PC Aid produced a 
coordination trajectory for that 
flight [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.1260] 

Delivered  

On interrogation of a 
coordination offer via what-if or 
what-else probe, the 
coordination trajectories of the 
subject flight and any 
environmental flights that 
formed an encounter with the 
subject flight were displayed 
within x (usually 500 ms) 
number of seconds [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1300] 

Partially delivered Only fulfilled for What-if, there 
was no What-else. 

The planner was able to revise 
the flight level of any 
coordination offer [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.1330]  

Delivered According to section 4.1.2.4.1.5 in 
the VALR [16]: “Throughout the six 
days, no NFL amendments were 
made, therefore the analysis of 
coordinations focussed on the 
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REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1010; SR-311 
 
TRACT shall assess the eligibility of all flights of 
the whole traffic set. 

Yes TRACT assessed the eligibility of 
each aircraft. 

90% of the traffic was considered 
to be i4D during the main 
simulation.  There was also an 
additional validation session which 
contained 40% i4D traffic. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1020; SR-312 
 
TRACT shall consider the traffic set made of all 
flight plan data from the FDPS Area of Interest. 

Partially 
TRACT assessed both i4D and 
non-i4D (all other aircraft) 
equipped aircraft when making the 
calculations.  Hence it can be said 
it was aware of all the flight plan 
data.  However the notion “Area of 
Interest” was not validated/taken 
into account in the validation 
exercises. 

“On the other hand, the TC-SA 
“mixed version” is capable of 
solving conflicts involving i4D 
equipped and unequipped aircraft. 
It sends CTOs to equipped aircraft 
while the unequipped ones receive 
neither constraint nor information 
from TC-SA.”  [12] 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1030; SR-313 
 
TRACT shall compute a global resolution by the 
application of a CTO to those flights that are 
eligible. 

Yes TRACT sent CTOs only to eligible, 
i.e. i4D equipped, aircraft. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1040; SR-315 
 
The TRACT service shall compute a solution 
that maintains or improves the controller’s 
situational awareness. 

Yes “ATCOs were confident in the TC-
SA (the TRACT tool) so that they 
could focus on the remaining 
conflicts leading to increased 
situation awareness on the traffic.” 
[12]  

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1050; SR-316 
 
TRACT shall send a CTO to the aircraft via 
datalink. 

No Due to the nature of the real-time 
simulation this was not tested.  
However it has been taken into 
account as an assumption 
regarding the technical 
environment: 

“Assumptions regarding the 
technical environment: 

- Both voice and data-link 
communications will be 
available”  [12] 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1060; SR-317 
 
TRACT shall assess the whole of the traffic set 
(both eligible and non-eligible aircraft) to detect 
encounters between pairs of aircraft. 

Yes TRACT assessed both i4D and 
non-i4D equipped aircraft when 
making the calculations.  

“On the other hand, the TC-SA 
<mixed version> is capable of 
solving conflicts involving i4D 
equipped and unequipped aircraft. 
It sends CTOs to equipped aircraft 
while the unequipped ones receive 
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neither constraint nor information 
from TC-SA.” [12] 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1070; SR-318 
 
TRACT shall solve encounters periodically 
without creating any new unsolved ones. 

Yes TRACT did not create any new 
conflicts as a consequence of the 
implementation of a TRACT 
solution.  However this should be 
further validated. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1080; SR-3111 
 
TRACT shall warn the controllers when a CTO is 
not implemented as expected or when any 
aircraft involved in a TRACT solution deviates 
from its trajectory. 

Partially The tool warned the controller 
when an aircraft involved in a 
TRACT resolution deviated from 
its trajectory (e.g. by any reason a 
crossing would not be assured 
anymore):  
 
“During two runs, one mixed 
resolution was degraded with a 
Wizard of Oz technique. In these 
situations, the unequipped aircraft 
went out of the assumed 
uncertainty envelope of the 
trajectory prediction used to 
compute the resolution, and the 
crossing was not assured 
anymore. A HMI warning was then 
displayed to alert the ATCOs so 
that they could regain control over 
conflict.” [12] 

However there were no instances 
when the tool would warn the 
controller if a CTO was not 
implemented anymore. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1100; SR-3110 
 
TRACT shall not attempt to solve a confliction 
where convergences or divergences between a 
pair of aircraft are of a small angle. 

Yes No TRACT solution occurred 
between flights where 
convergences or divergences 
between a pair of aircraft are of a 
small angle. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1110; SR-3115 
 
TRACT shall apply CTOs on trajectory points 
that are aligned19 on the aircraft’s FMS 
trajectory. 

No The FMS trajectory was not 
modelled during the validation 
exercises. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1120; SR-314 
 
TRACT shall only issue CTOs that are 
achievable by small speed adjustments. 

Yes “The TC-SA detects potential 
conflicts 20-25’ ahead of time and 
attempts to resolve them through 
CTOs that should be achievable 
though small speed changes 
(±5%) of the relevant aircraft.” [12] 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1130; SR-3112 
 
The controller shall be informed via HMI to the 
fact that an aircraft is under a TRACT resolution. 

Yes An indicator in the flight label 
informed the controller that the 
flight belonged to a TRACT 
solution. 

Conversely, previous studies and 
                                                      
19 Trajectory Points that are aligned = Trajectory Points that belong to the same Great Circle. Or, 
considering a trajectory segment, a point is aligned with the extremities of the segment if it is defined 
as a longitudinal distance from one extremity of the segment (and not as lat-long point). 
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exercises at DSNA demonstrated 
that the performance decreased if 
the controller was not informed 
about the TRACT solution.  In 
such a case, most TRACT 
solutions were automatically 
suppressed because of an undue 
controller clearance that was 
incompatible with the TRACT 
solution 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1140; SR-3113 
 
The status of the TRACT resolution shall be 
displayed to the controller. 

No Nothing more than the 
identification of the flights 
belonging to an on-going TRACT 
solution has been displayed to the 
controller. 

In particular, there is no indication 
whether the TRACT constraints 
have only been sent to the aircraft 
or the TRACT constraints have 
been accepted by the involved 
pilots. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1150; SR-3116 
 
The TRACT resolution indicator shall not be able 
to be directly removed by the controllers unless 
they are discarding the TRACT solution. 

Yes Indeed the controller cannot 
suppress directly the TRACT 
indicator, but s/he was capable of 
discarding the TRACT solution 
(either explicitly or via a clearance) 
which lead to the automatic 
removal of the TRACT indicators. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1160; SR-3117 
 
It shall be clear to the controller which aircraft 
pairs are involved in conflict resolution. 

Yes It was possible for the controller to 
identify which aircraft belong to the 
cluster of the selected aircraft, on 
demand. 

The operational need to identify 
the pairs of conflicting aircraft 
within a TRACT solution has not 
been identified yet, but it may 
raise, notably when the ATCO 
wants to override a part of a 
TRACT solution. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1170; SR-3118 
 
If there is no answer from the flight crew, 
TRACT shall consider the answer to be 'STAND 
BY'. 

No The validation exercises never 
considered the pilots in the loop. 
The answer of the flight crew has 
always been modelled as an 
immediate and positive answer. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1180; SR-3119 
 
The flight crew shall assess the eligibility of the 
CTO before committing to the CTO. 

No The validation exercises never 
considered the pilots in the loop. 
The answer of the flight crew has 
always been modelled as an 
immediate and positive answer. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1190; SR-3123 
 
The ATCO shall have access to the position and 
time of any CTO. 

Yes The position and time of the CTO 
were displayed on demand. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1200; SR-3120 
 

No The validation exercises never 
considered the pilots in the loop. 
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The flight crew shall have the ability to accept or 
reject the CTO. 

The answer of the flight crew has 
always been modelled as an 
immediate and positive answer. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1220; SR-3122 
 
The flight crew shall have the ability to reply 
'STAND BY' if they need more time to consider 
the acceptability of the CTO. 

No The validation exercises never 
considered the pilots in the loop. 
The answer of the flight crew has 
always been modelled as an 
immediate and positive answer. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1230; SR-3124 
 
If the flight crew respond with an 'UNABLE' reply 
to the CTO, TRACT shall uplink a cancellation 
message to all other aircraft with a CTO in the 
cluster. 

No The validation exercises never 
considered the pilots in the loop. 
The answer of the flight crew has 
always been modelled as an 
immediate and positive answer. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1240; SR-3125 
 
If the flight crew respond with an 'UNABLE' reply 
to the CTO, TRACT shall not attempt to send 
another CTO to the aircraft for at least X (e.g. 
15) minutes depending on the ANSP’s off-line 
configuration. 

No The validation exercises never 
considered the pilots in the loop. 
The answer of the flight crew has 
always been modelled as an 
immediate and positive answer. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1250; SR-3126 
 
TRACT shall consider any flight that is already 
subject to an AMAN Time constraint as ineligible 
for a CTO. 

No AMAN was not considered during 
the simulations. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1260; SR-3127 
 
TRACT shall cross check with the FMS to see if 
the flight is already subject to an AMAN time 
constraint. 

No Neither the FMS nor the AMAN 
have been part of the validation 
exercises. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1270; SR-3128 
 
TRACT shall only consider those flights to be 
eligible that are i4D equipped. 

Yes TRACT considered only i4D 
aircraft as being eligible to receive 
a CTO. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1290; SR-3130 
 
TRACT shall discard/delete a resolution 
whenever the ATCO issues a clearance to 
change the behaviour of an aircraft under a 
TRACT resolution. 

Yes The system was made such that 
as soon as the controller inputs a 
clearance that aims at modifying 
the aircraft behaviour, TRACT 
considers that the ATCO wants to 
solve the situation on her/his own 
and it automatically discards the 
constraint on this aircraft and the 
constraints on other aircraft if they 
become now useless. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1300; SR-3131 
 
TRACT shall alert the flight crew when the 
TRACT resolution has been discarded. 

No The validation exercises never 
considered the pilots in the loop. 
The answer of the flight crew has 
always been modelled as an 
immediate and positive answer. 

REQ-04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.1310; SR-3114 
 
Any HMI indication related to a TRACT solution 
shall be removed whenever TRACT discards 

Yes All HMI indication related to the 
TRACT solution were removed 
when a TRACT solution was 
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2 

 

 

 

 

Corrupti
on of 

FCSO 35] SPR-TRA3.2090] 

SDPS SR-3210 [FCSO 31; 
FCSO 32; FCSO 34; 
FCSO 35] 

The probability of corruption of SDPS shall be no 
more than 2.86E-03 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.2100] 

ATCO 
CWP 

SR-3211 [FCSO 31; 
FCSO 32; FCSO 34; 
FCSO 35] 

The probability of corruption of ATCO CWP shall be 
no more than 2.86E-03 per flight hour. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-TRA3.2110] 

TRACT SR-3212 [FCSO 32; 
FCSO 35] 

The probability of corruption of TRACT shall be no 
more than 2.86E-03 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.2120] 

AMAN SR-3213 [FCSO 33; 
FCSO 34] 

The probability of corruption of AMAN shall be no 
more than 6.25E-02 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.2130] 

FMS SR-3214 [FCSO 34; 
FCSO 35] 

The probability of corruption of FMS shall be no more 
than 2.86E-03 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.2140] 

ADS-C SR-3215 [FCSO 31; 
FCSO 32; FCSO 34; 
FCSO 35] 

The probability of corruption of ADS-C shall be no 
more than 2.86E-03 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.2150] 

CPDLC SR-3216 [FCSO 34] The probability of corruption of CPDLC shall be no 
more than 6.25E-02 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.2160] 
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Delay of 

FDPS SR-3217 [FCSO 31; 
FCSO 32; FCSO 33; 
FCSO 34; FCSO 35] 

The probability of delay of FDPS shall be no more 
than 2.86E-03 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.2170] 

ATCO 
CWP 

SR-3218 [FCSO 34] The probability of delay of ATCO CWP shall be no 
more than 6.25E-02 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-
SPR-TRA3.2180] 

TRACT SR-3219 [FCSO 34] The probability of delay of TRACT shall be no more 
than 6.25E-02 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.2190] 

AMAN SR-3220 [FCSO 34] The probability of delay of AMAN shall be no more 
than 2.00E-01 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.2200] 

FMS SR-3221 [FCSO 34] The probability of delay of FMS shall be no more 
than 6.25E-02 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.2210] 

ADS-C SR-3222 [FCSO 33] The probability of delay of ADS-C shall be no more 
than 6.25E-02 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
TRA3.2220] 

CPDLC SR-3223 [FCSO 34] The probability of delay of CPDLC shall be no more 
than 6.25E-02 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
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aid 04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2100] 
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Corrupti
on of 

FDPS 
(undete
cted) 

SR-2211 [FCSO 21; 
FCSO 22; FCSO 24] 

The probability of corruption (undetected) of the 
FDPS shall be no more than 9.52E-06 per flight hour. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2110] 

SDPS 
(undete
cted) 

SR-2212 [FCSO 21; 
FCSO 22; FCSO 24] 

The probability of corruption (undetected) of the 
SDPS shall be no more than 9.52E-06 per flight hour. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2120] 

Upstrea
m PC 
aid 
(undete
cted) 

SR-2213 [FCSO 23] The probability of corruption (undetected) of the 
Upstream PC Aid shall be no more than 1.33E-05 per 
flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2130] 

PC aid 
(undete
cted) 

SR-2214 [FCSO 21; 
FCSO 22; FCSO 24] 

The probability of corruption (undetected) of the PC 
Aid shall be no more than 9.52E-06 per flight hour. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2140] 

Downstr
eam PC 
aid 
(undete
cted) 

SR-2215 [FCSO 21; 
FCSO 22] 

The probability of corruption (undetected) of the 
Downstream PC Aid shall be no more than 9.52E-06 
per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2150] 

FDPS 
(detecte
d) 

SR-2216 [FCSO 24] The probability of corruption (detected) of the FDPS 
shall be no more than 1.54E-04 per flight hour. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2160] 

SDPS 
(detecte
d) 

SR-2217 [FCSO 24] The probability of corruption (detected) of the SDPS 
shall be no more than 1.54E-04 per flight hour. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2170] 

Upstrea
m PC 
aid 
(detecte
d) 

SR-2218 [FCSO 24] The probability of corruption (detected) of the 
Upstream PC Aid shall be no more than 1.54E-04 per 
flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2180] 

PC aid 
(detecte
d) 

SR-2219 [FCSO 24] The probability of corruption (detected) of the PC Aid 
shall be no more than 1.54E-04 per flight hour. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2190] 

Downstr
eam PC 
aid 
(detecte
d) 

SR-2220 [FCSO 24] The probability of corruption (detected) of the 
Downstream PC Aid shall be no more than 1.54E-04 
per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR2.2200] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upstrea
m 
Planner 

SR-2221 [FCSO 25] The probability of the Upstream Planner 
misunderstanding the tool shall be no more than 
1.43E-04 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR2.2210] 

Planner SR-2222 [FCSO 21; 
FCSO 22; FCSO 25] 

The probability of the Planner misunderstanding the 
tool shall be no more than 9.52E-06 per flight hour. 
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FMS SR-128 [FCSO 12] The probability of Delay of the FMS shall be no more 
than 5.33E-06 per flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-
CDR1.2080] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Corrupti
on of 

FDPS 
(undete
cted) 

SR-129 [FCSO 12] The probability of Corruption (undetected) of the 
FDPS shall be no more than 5.33E-06 per flight hour. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2090] 

SDPS 
(undete
cted) 

SR-1210 [FCSO 12; 
FCSO 13] 

The probability of Corruption (undetected) of the 
SDPS shall be no more than 3.33E-07 per flight hour. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2100] 

TC aid 
(undete
cted) 

SR-1211 [FCSO 11; 
FCSO 12; FCSO 13] 

The probability of Corruption (undetected) of the TC 
Aid shall be no more than 3.33E-07 per flight hour. 
[REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2110] 

FDPS 
(detecte
d) 

SR-1212 [FCSO 12; 
FCSO 14] 

The probability of Corruption (Detected) of the FDPS 
shall be no more than 1.00E-05 per flight hour. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2120] 

SDPS 
(detecte
d) 

SR-1213 [FCSO 14] The probability of Corruption (Detected) of the SDPS 
shall be no more than 1.00E-05 per flight hour. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2130] 

TC aid 
(detecte
d) 

SR-1214 [FCSO 14] The probability of Corruption (Detected) of the TC Aid 
shall be no more than 1.00E-05 per flight hour. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2140] 

FMS(det
ected) 

SR-1215 [FCSO 14] The probability of Corruption (Detected) of the FMS 
shall be no more than 1.00E-05 per flight hour. [REQ-
04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2150] 

 

4 

 

Misunde
rstandin
g of 

Executiv
e 

SR-1216 [FCSO 15] The probability of the Executive misunderstanding 
the tool shall be no more than 5.00E-06 per flight 
hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2160] 

Flight 
Crew 

SR-1217 [FCSO 15] The probability of the Flight Crew misunderstanding 
the instruction shall be no more than 5.00E-06 per 
flight hour. [REQ-04.07.02-SPR-CDR1.2170] 

Table 39: Safety Requirements or Assumptions - abnormal conditions for TC Aid 1495 

3.4.3 Thread Analysis of the SPR-level Model - Abnormal 1496 
Conditions 1497 

Thread Analysis uses a particular graphical presentation in which the actions of the individual 1498 
elements of the SPR-level Model, and the interactions between those elements, are represented as a 1499 
continuous ‘thread’, from initiation to completion.  1500 

The thread analysis for abnormal operations has been done using the same graphical presentation 1501 
and scenarios as for normal operations.  Hence the same threads were used to identify the Failure 1502 
Case Safety Requirements presented in section 3.4.2.  The thread analysis was also fundamental in 1503 
identifying all the possible hazard causes for performing the failure case analysis. 1504 

The detailed FHA and analysis is presented in Appendix B.  1505 
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3.4.4 Additional Safety Requirements – Abnormal Operational 1506 
Conditions 1507 

No additional safety requirements, other than those already presented in section 3.4.2, have been 1508 
identified from the assessment of the SPR-level model with respect to abnormal operational 1509 
conditions.  1510 

3.5 Achievability of the SAfety Criteria 1511 
In section 2.10 of the present document the assessment of the achievability of the Safety Criteria 1512 
defined in section 2.5 has been performed through the specification of safety objectives. 1513 

At SPR-design level, SOs have been mapped versus safety requirements for both normal and 1514 
abnormal conditions and functional and integrity/reliability safety requirements have been defined. 1515 

Therefore, for each of the input SAC, the same conclusions can be derived as reported in section 1516 
2.10. 1517 
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 Failure Case Safety Objectives and Appendix B1702 

Requirements Derivation 1703 

The objective of this workshop was to derive failure case safety requirements for the 04.07.02 1704 
Separation Task in En Route Trajectory Based Environment project.  This workshop was held over 1705 
three days examining each service for a day.  The specific objectives were as follows: 1706 

• Identify all potential hazard causes associated with the system; 1707 

• Derive a complete set of logical requirements (requirements which define the logical way in 1708 
which each functional block within the service would operate, these are more detailed than 1709 
the SCSOs, but less detailed than the V3 ORs). 1710 

Attendees of the workshop: 1711 

Name Organisation Role 

Andrew Burrage  Helios (representing NATS) Safety Expert and Lead for 
SPR Task 

Sarah Broom Think Research 
(Representing NATS) 

P04.07.02 Validation Support 
and SPR Task 20 (V2) 
support 

Stephen Pember NATS Concept Expert 

Michael Teichmann DFS ATC Expert 

Pascal Deketelaere DSNA Concept Expert 

B.1 Detailed PSSA results 1712 

Based on the graphical presentation and scenarios presented in A.1 the detailed results of the PSSA 1713 
have been produced.  Note for the PC/TC aid PSSA analysis, the steps of the scenarios have been 1714 
recorded in the PSSA tables. 1715 

The tables in sections B.1.1, B.1.2, B.1.3 lists the detailed results of the PSSA for each of the three 1716 
operational services.  The SPR level model element are listed and potential hazard cause are 1717 
identified for each, along with their hazard effect.  Finally the functional hazard(s) to which each 1718 
hazard cause relates is identified together with any potential mitigations.  1719 

As can be seen in Table 38: Safety Requirements or Assumptions - abnormal conditions for TRACT, 1720 
Table 39 and Table 40 the Failure Case Safety Requirements are grouped and based on the failures 1721 
of each model element presented in sections B.1.1, B.1.2, B.1.3, namely in the following way: 1722 

For equipment related functions:  1723 

– Loss (e.g. “The probability of loss of FDPS shall be no more than 2.86E-03 per flight hour.”);  1724 

– Delay (outdated/old) (e.g. “The probability of delay of FDPS shall be no more than 2.86E-03 per 1725 
flight hour.”); 1726 

– Undetected corruption (e.g. “The probability of corruption (undetected) of the PC Aid shall be 1727 
no more than 9.52E-06 per flight hour.”);  1728 

– Detected corruption (e.g. “The probability of corruption (detected) of the Upstream PC Aid 1729 
shall be no more than 1.54E-04 per flight hour.”). 1730 

For operators:  1731 
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– Misinterpret / Misunderstand (e.g. “The probability of the Upstream Planner misunderstanding 1732 
the tool shall be no more than 1.43E-04 per flight hour.”). 1733 

As explained in section 3.4.2 the PSSA analysis also helped in deriving the probability numbers for 1734 
each of the Failure Case Safety Requirements. 1735 

 1736 
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004 The tool suffers a detected 
failure resulting in increased 
workload for the controller, 
potentially leading to a missed 
encounter, or unnecessary 
action. 

SC3 10-4 25 0.05 2*10-3 

005 The tools are working correctly, 
however the controller may 
misunderstand/misinterpret the 
data shown and make a bad 
tactical decision. This therefore 
increases work load to an 
unacceptable level, and may 
increase the risk of causing a 
safety related incident. 

SC3 10-4 25 0.1 2*10-3 

Table 80 System Generated Hazards maximum tolerable frequency of occurrence calculations 30 
- TC aid31 

32 












